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Lack Of Rain Called Worst In Years
Almost six inches of rain in Paducah
Wednesday did little good for farmers
in Calloway County who desperately
need. moisture for withering crops this
year.
The 20,000 acres of corn are the worst
hit in Calloway County. Most of the corn
was planted in the first half of April.
The corn that is really beginning to
hurt is that which was planted in the
very early part of April — it is
beginning to tassle, and water is needed
to make the ears and silks develop
normally, according to County Agent
Ted Howard.
"This weather has helped us this
week, Howard said, speaking of the
overcast skies that have not been as
' 'hard as the hot, dry, windy weather of
previous weeks.
"But we need some rain — and we
need it bad," he added.
Corn may be hurt as much as 15 to 20
per cent right now, Howard said, and
could be hurt as much as 50 per cent in
just a matter of days if it doesn't rain
soon.
Fifteen per cent would translate into
approximately $600,000 lost locally at
conservative estimates.
"It's as serious as we've seen it in the
past 10-15 years," Howard said.
Popcorn is in a similar situation as
field corn. "Popcorn doesn't look as
good as field corn," Howard said, "But
then it never does until harvest."
Soybeans, especially the double-crop
beans, are really hurting for water.
There are about 5,000 acres in the
county that need planting, but the
ground is too dry for either
conventional planting or the no-till
method. •
Another 4,000 to 5,000 acres planted
early, and another 8,000 to 10,000
planted later on need water badly,
Howard said.
The beans won't be hurt as badly as
corn, however. Soybeans and tobacco
have good recovery characteristics,
and if the rain situation straightened
out now, these crops might not be hurt
in yields. Soybeans have two or three
weeks of blooming, where water at any
time during that period will set the
blooms, unlike corn, which must have
water at a precise time or it will be
damaged.
All things considered, Howard said,
soybeans are probably damaged by
about five or six per cent.
Tobacco crops in Calloway County
are hurt more on stand than anything
else from the dry weather. A 90 to 95 per
cent stand is usually considered
acceptable, where this year, farmers
PROPt/C:LION OPENS TONIGHT—The Community Theatre's Production of "Curse You, Jack Dalton" will open
tonight at the Old Freight Depot, on Railroad Avenue (First Street). Pictured here in rehearsal are: Dr. Bryan Thacker,
Cot John O'Brien, Leesha Hazel, Terri Erwin, and William Phillips. The show is an old-time melodrama, complete
with a piano player on stage. The play will run tonight, and Friday and Saturday evenings at 7:30 p. m. Admission is
one dollar for children and adults. nolo bv Lare Peebles
Kentucky's Employment Picture
Is Brightest In Almost Four Years
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The state
reports the brightest picture in
employment in alniost the past four
Planners To
Meet On Tuesday
The Murray Planning Commission
will meet in regular session on
Tuesday, June 21, at seven p. m.,
according to City Planner Steve Zea.
Included on the agenda will be: a vote
on a rezoning request of the old Murray
Moose Lodge; final approval of the
Southside Manor residential planned
development project; re-subdivision
plat of Fairview Acres Subdivision;
12th Street rezoning proposal, and a
public hearing date for that issue;
review of the Community Flood
Damage Abatement Program, a review
of a traffic impact study of the
university area; report on 701 funds;
report on H. U. D. community
development application; and a report
on a new minor subdivision form.
The meeting is open to the public and




The jobless rolls last month dipped to
3,6 per cent, according to Robert
MacDonald, chief labor analyst for the
data lloruirtment of Human Resources.
"This is the lowest level for the state
since September of 1973 when it was 3
per cent," he said. "And it is 2.8 per
cent below the national average of 6.4
percent."
MacDonald attributed part of the
trend to an improvement in the national
economy.
Last month there were 52,600 persons
unemployed in Kentucky or 1,20 below
April .,and 19,200 less than the
corresponding period last year.
Employment last month reached a
record high of more than 1.3 million,
MacDonald said.
No breakdown was immediately
available for state areas, but he said
the Lexington area - with its "good
balance and mix of industries" had
one of the lowest unemployment rates.
He said employment in the Louisville
area kept pace with the surge
elsewhere in the state and that even in
eastern Kentucky, where the jobless
rate always has been high, things are
looking up.
One Section — 16 Pages
By the time Sam Outland drives to his business in
Murray, he need never fear a traffic jam. See the feature
by Pete Wyro on the city street sweeper on Page Nine.
Tom Seaver and Dave Kingman were traded by the New
York Mets Wednesday night. See the story on Page Seven
in today's sports section.
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy, hazy warm and
humid with a chance for isolated
afternoon and evening
thundershowers through Friday.
Low tonight in the mid to upper
60s. High Friday in Ulf mid to
upper 80s.
today's index
Local Scene 2, 3, 4
Dear Abby 2
Opinion Page 5






Deaths & Funerals 16
"The good coal employment brings in
related industries such as construction
and trades," MacDonald said. "We
expect that to remain high."
Traditionally the number of jobless in
the mountains runs 1.5 per cent above
the state's norm.
Although 10,000 workers in
agriculture contributed to the
unemployment decrease, the analyst
said this is not a major factor because'
the category consites mainly of
students working seasonally or persons
holding dual jobs.
"The main reason for the drop in May
has been an increase in non-agriculture
wages and salaries," he said. "It wen!
up from 1,129,000 in April to 1,390,000 in
May."
In addition, unemployment insurance
claims declined by 10,000 between those,
months. .
"We expect unemployment to start
rising again from this month to.
August," MacDonald said. "But this is
strictly seasonal because of youngsters
competing in the job market."
From September through the end of
this year, he said, the jobless rate




A local man has been charged witt.
murder after the death Tuesday of a
shooting victim, according to the
Calloway County Sheriff's office.
Joe M. Brandon, of Cr lloway County
is being held without bond in the
Calloway County Jail, on charges
murder, according to the sheriff ,
department.
Brandon is accused in the shootim:
Wayne Duncan, 31, last Friday. Dun
died Tuesday after being hospitalized
the intensive care unit at the IN
hospital since Friday.
The shooting allegedly occur,.
shortly after noon Friday during
argument between the two ne •
according to the sheriff's department
Brandon is being held pendini:
preliminary hearing on the matter '
requested.
arc talking about being satisfied with a
65 to 70 per cent stand.
Usually, farmers can reset plants
that don't do well, the resetting being
done right after a rain. But since there
have been no rains, there has been no
resetting, and the stands are poorer 
than usual.
Also, Howard explained, the hot dry
weather has caused more plants to die
than usual. "It's getting late in the
year," Howard said, "and most
farmers are just planning to weather it
out, and not try to start all over with
their tobacco crops."
Some tobacco fields in the county look
as good as ever, but these are few and
far between.
Rains have been spotted all spring,
Howard noted. Some communities in
the county have had more rain than
others. The Van Cleave and New
Concord areas received about a half-
inch of rain Wednesday, while the rest
of the county remained dry.
The half-inch rain will do more good
with a cloudy, 'overcast sky, than it
would with a hot, sunny day, because
_the rain will have time to soak into the
ground, Howard said.
Pasturelands are "terrible,"
according to the county agent.
However, pastures are like soybeans
and tobacco, they have a good
recovery, but still need water now.
"Pastures right now look like they
usually do in July and August," Howard
said. "They're short and dry, and in
bad shape."
Across the nation, some cattle
producers are already moving their
cattle to market, depressing the prices
even further.
Beef and dairy producers locally are
going to suffer tremendously if rain
doesn't come soon, Howard said. "We
came out of one of the worst winters
ever," he explained, "with the feed
supply low, and the cattle in bad shape.
And now the hot weather is hurting us
even more."
As a result of the poor pastures, some
beef cattle producers are talking about
weaning calves as much as two months
early.
In the city, gardens and lawns are
also suffering from the lack of
moisture. Some of the newer lawns will
be severely damaged, and bluegrass
lawns will be hurt more than fescue.
Older, established lawns will
probably recover from the lack of rain,
but Howard advised homeowners not to
mow their grass as often or as short
because this will damage the grass, too.
Flash Flooding Caused By Heavy
Rains In Paducah Wednesday
By The Associated Press
An hour-long thunderstorm that
dumped five .inches of rain on the
western Kentucky city of Paducah
caused some flash flooding in the area
and may have earned the town a niche
in the National Weather Service record
book.
A weather servict spokesman said
that a study of weather data would be
completed later today, at which time it
would be decided whether the reported
5.35-inch deluge is ar record for a one-
hour storm.
The existing NWS record for a one-
hour storm in Kentucky is a 3.87 inch
accumulation recorded at Berea, Ky.,
College on June 26, 1943.
The heavy thunderstorm eminated
from a stationary frontal system that
separated warm Mid humid air to the
south from cooler, drier air to the north.
The collision of those air masses caused
the sudden downpour that trapped
some persons in their automobiles,
knocked out power and flooded some
homes in low-lying areas.
The NWS issued a flash flood warning
for Paducah and vicinity. Persons
living near small streams or in low-
lying areas prone to flash flooding were
advised to be prepared to move to
higher ground.
Jack Johnson, assistant chief of the
state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services at Paducah, said
his office was handling many calls to




A local woman has been elected to the
office of secretary of the Kentucky
Society for Hospital Public Relations
for 1977-78.
Kathy Hodge, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital public relations
director, was named to that office at a
recent meeting of the organization.
He said some persons were trapped in
their automobiles for a short time when
water rushed to the windshield level at
two low-lying areas on the Beltline
Highway, which circles Paducah.
He said those trapped inside were
quickly removed by rescue workers. No
injuries were reported.
Many homes were flooded, Johnson
said, but there were no evacuations. He
saiFI-some areas were flooded "gutter-
ib:gutter," but could not give a more
precige estimate of the situation'.
Paducah television station WPSD-TV
reported that 5L-2 inches of rain were
recorded on its weather equipment
during a 30-minute period early,
Wednesday evening.
HALL OF FAME—Bryan Tolley, left, recently installed in the Kentucks.
lions Hall of Fame, was presented a plaque by District Governor Codie L.
Caldwell on behalf of the Murray Lions Club. Tolley, a charter member of
the club, has maintained a perfect attendance record since the date of
charter 37 years ago. He has held offices in the club and in the District
Governors' CabineL The plaque is inscribed as follows: "Presented to Bryan
Tolley, Murray Lions Club, Murray, Kentucky with sincere appreciation and
gratitude for outstanding leadership and devoted service to Kentuctk
Lionism and is hereby installed in the Kentucky lions Hall of Fame. Attested
by the 1976-1977 Kentucky Lions Council of Governors." The kentuckv
Lions Hall of Fame was established this year and is located in the Kentucky
Lions Eye Foundation Building, Louisville. Tolley expressed gratitkide for the
privilege of service to the club and the community and for the physical
ondition to enable him to attend every meeting for 37 years.
LIONS CLUB OFFICERS—Yancey Watkins was installed as president of the Murray Lions Club for 197-78 at the
dinner meettag of the club held at the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. Watkins is associate
professor of education and director of the Division of Reading at Murray State University where he has served ,n1
the faculty since 1956. He will attend the Lions International Convention the latter part of June in New Orleans. La.
Other officers installed at the meeting as pictured are, left to right, front row, Watkins, Harold J. Everett, lion tamer
David Walker, director, Paul Mansfield, tail twister, Gerald L. Kelly, Jr.. director, Thomas E. Shirley, past president
back row, Jack Rose, first vice-president, Arvin D. Craton, secretary, Groover A. Parker, third vice-president, G. T
Lilly, second vice-president, Johnny McDougal, director and Codie L Caldwell, governor of Lions District 41K who
installed the officers. Not present were officers Richard lones,.director, and Joe D. Wark, treasurer. The buffet mea-I
was served by the United Methodist Women in the church, an errual event for the Murray Lions Club.
L.
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S. R. Childress
.Named Dean's List 0
Steven Roger Childress,
1507 Glendale Road, Murray,
student at the University"of
Montana. Missoula, Montana,
has been named to the honor
roll for the winter quarter at
the University.
Childress had a 4.0 average
or straight-A rating for the
quarter, at-cording to the list
released by the office of Dr.
Phi4ip T. Bain, director of
admissions and records at the
university. Ile was one of the
1,403 .students named to the
honor roll from the enrollment




Bowling Green. — Western
Kentucky University has
awarded a scholarship to
Gregory Leonard Vaughn, a




has ail-trey-need that Mr.
Vaughn has been awarded a
Regents scholarship for the
1977-78 school year.
Gregory is the son of
Theodore and Margaret




Mr. and Mrs. David
GaIlirriore of Route One,
Puryear, Tn., are the parents
of a baby boy, Timothy Ross,
.weighing eight pounds four-
teen ounces, born on Friday,
June 3, at the Murray-
, Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Betty Morris. Maternal
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. R. L Morris, Jr., and
paternal grandparents are




iss Vicki Lynn McClard
and Edward John Ma'am. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert LaMastus announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of her daughter, Vicki Lynn Mc-
Clard, to Edward John Budias, Jr., son of Mrs. Thelma Budias
of Hopkinsville and the late Eclward.Jolin Butllas, Sr.
The bride-elect is a 1975 graduate of Mw-ray High School and
is now employed with the Murray-Marshall County Credit
Bureau,
Mr. Budias is a 1971 graduate of Hopkinsville High School
and also attended Western Kentucky University at Bowling
Green. He is now employed as manager of Friendly Finance
Investment Company of Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on August 27 at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ, Murray.
Guests will be by invitation only.
SALE
Entire Summer Stock
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Love and Marriage: No
Experience Necessary
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by TTO Cb1Cahao Tribune N Y Nees Synd
DEAR ABBY: You never gave worse advice than when
you told that 20-year-old theology student to go ahead and
get married without getting any premarital sexual
experience. You said the mating instinct was natural, and
he didn't need any lessons.
Well, mating and lovemaking are two different things.
Any animal can mate, but lovemaking is an art that
requires instruction and practice to perfect.
For a man to jump into the marriage bed without
previous experience (assuming his bride is as innocent as
he is), could result in disaster! It could ruin their marriage
and their relationship.
It is a crime that you, with your old-fashioned moral
values, are giving advice to millions.
MODERN MAN
DEAR MODERN: Call it "mating" or "lovemaking" or
whatever you wish, it's the same act. A truly kind, loving,
unselfish man does not need to be taught tenderness and
consideration. That will come as naturally as the mating
instinct. Almost every church has premarital counseling,
and there are some excellent manuals on the subject.
Read on for another point of view:
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for telling that young man
that it wasn't necessary for him to rush out and get sexual
experience before marrying
When my wife and I were married, we were both
virgins. Somehow we managed to learn together. We have
been married for 22 years and have three children, and
may I say that we have a fantastic sex life. There is
something especially reassuring and sacred about our
relationship, knowing that each has always been totally
and exclusively committed to the other.
DUKE
And yet another:
DEAR ABBY: Talk about two dumb kids: My husband
and I were about as inexperienced as two people could be.
He was 20 and I was 17 when we married. That was 66
years ago, and now we can look back and smile, because we
figured out exactly what had to be done and how to do it,
and we may have invented a few new things, for all we
know. And by the way, we may have slowed up a bit of
late, but we haven't given up entirely.
R. AND J.
DEAR ABBY: In hsting West Virgnia's most
distinguished natives, you omitted probably the most
distinguished of all: U.S Senator Jennings Randolph, who
has served in Congress (both the House and Senate) longer
than any other elected official presently there.
JOHN D. MONTGOMERY
DEAR MR. M.: Thanks for reminding me of something I
already knew.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send AI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,





The Ruth Wilson Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women met Wed-
nesday, June 8, at,7:30 p. m. in
the church parlor. with Mrs.




was given by Mrs. Max
Whitford.
The guest program leader,
Mrs. John Irvan, presented a
most entertaining and in-
spiring review of the book,
"The Art of Hanging Loose in
An Uptight World," by Dr.
Ken Olson.
Mrs. J. B. Wils6n, chair-
man, presided during the
business session. Committee
reports were given and up-
coming dates were listed.
At the close of the meeting
the thirteen members and one
guest, Mrs. Irvan, were in-
vited to the Church Social Hall
Where the hostesses served
delicious refreshments.
For the July meeting the
Ruth Wilson Circle will be
guests of the Weslyan Circle
with the place to be announced
later. '
Recent Bride Is Honored
With Prenuptial Events
Several prenuptial events
were held in honor of Mrs.
Hugh David Noffsinger the
former ,Rebecca Sue Black-
cord; prior to her wedding on
May 22 at the Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly at Aurora.
A personal shower was
given by Miss Vanessa
Eickhoff and Mrs. Russell
Curd at their home. Games
were played, refreshments
were served, and the, honoree
opened her many lovely gifts.
Twenty-three persons were
present or sent gifts.
Mrs. Wayne Blackford and
Mrs. Reid Hale were hostesses
for a household shower in the
Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan
Building. The honoree was
presented a corsage of daisies
from the hostesses. Mrs.
Wayne Blackford read a few
favorite poetry selections
followed by reading of I
Corinthians: 13, by Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger. A collection of
favorite recipes of the guests
was given to the bride to be.
Thirty persons attended or
sent gifts.
A linen shower was given by
members of the WMU of the
First Baptist Church in the
home of Mrs. Hillard Rogers.
A lovely lunch was served
following the opening of the
gifts. Fifteen persons were
present.
Mrs. Billy Carlock and Mrs.
Arthur - Venable were
hostesses for a miscellaneous
bridal shower at the P. C. A.
Building in Russellville.
Delicious refreshments were
served as both bride and
groom to be opened the many
lovely gifts. Nineteen persons
attended.
A bridal luncheon was given
by Mrs. Charles Mercer, great
aunt of the groom, and Mrs.
Harold Mercer, aunt of the
groom, in the Kenlake Hotel
Dining Room. Miss Blackford
was presented a corsage of
white carnations and baby's
breath accented with red
ribbon. She receiveipa steam
iron from the hostesses.
A bridal tea was given by
Mrs. Marilyn McCuiston, Mrs.
Martha Pittman, Mrs. Shirley
Winters, Mrs. Fay Jacks, and
Mrs. Wilma Beatty in the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church. The bride-
elect was presented a corsage
of daisies. Refreshments were
served from a beautifully
decorated table. Miss Mitzi
Cathey attended the register







Baby Boy Scott (mother
Sharon), Rt. 3 Bx. 16 Murray.
DISMISSALS
Billy E. Pugh, Rt. 4 Bx. 65
Paris, Tn., Miss Ketha E.
Holmes, 617)02 N. Poplar
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Rita Merrell,
Rt. 1 Bx. 98A Buchanan, Tn.,
Mrs. Fay Orr, Rt. 7 Bx. 686
Murray, Miss Michelle E.
Stubblefield, 422 Yates
Murray, Charles P. Rothchild,
Rt. 1 Bx. 23 Clinton, Mrs.
Brenda S. Kimbro, Rt. 1 Almo,
Mrs. Euple N. Morris, Rt. 1
Sedalia, Mrs. Mary J. Rudd
and Baby Boy, Rt. 3 Benton,
Donald G. Edwards, 1307 Vine
Murray, Mrs. Pearl J. Moore,
Bx. 394 Hazel, Rymon Jacobs,
Rt. 1 Calvert City, Mrs. Lottie
M. Farris, 1397 Johnson
Murray, Mrs. Pauline C.
Riley, 1304 Elm Benton, Mrs.
Maude M. Seaford, 409 N. 4
Murray.
Don't wash cranberries until




and slain wife will move you.
His courage will inspire you.
And what happens to him
will anger you.
ALL NEW!
Adventures of the true life hero—
MAMA
11 Eli
Vl'C41,''FNISONi R 49rd Rissef R RESTRICTED
Is anything
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ALL SHOES TAGGED AND
ON SELF-SERVICE FLOOR
2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE
Buy One Pair at Reg. Price, Get A Second Pair Free!!
This offer includes Men's, Women's and Childrens' Shoes! Dress, Casual, Converse, Canvas, and Sandals.
You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole femilY!
510 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky Family Shoe Store
GLENN C. WOODEN,
Owner



































Miss Jennifer Trotter Is
Marrted To Mr. Hewlett
The wedding vows of Miss
Jennifer Trotter, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Herman
Trotter of Murray, and
William Wayne Hewlett, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Bromley Hewlett of Raceland,
were pledged at the First
United Methodist Church on
Saturday, May 14, at 7:30 p.m.
The Rev. Dr. James E.
Fisher performed the double-
ring ceremony before the
altar decorated with can-
delabra and brass altar vases
with Tropicanna and
sweetheart roses, stephanotis
and baby's breath, accenting
the gold cross on the chancel.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs.
Richard W. Farrell, organist,
and Mrs. Margaret Porter,
vocalist.
Bride's Dress
The bride was radiantly
lovely in a formal gown of
ivory silk georgette combined
with re-embroidered Peau de
'Ange lace and English
illusion. The slightly raised
bodice featured a handmade
insert of English Cameo lace,
rising to create a Victorian
neckline. Minature pearls and
rock crystal were used
profusely to delicately trace
the intricate lace pattern.
Long and gossamer sleeves
were full and fitted at the
wrists with deep cuffs of Peau
de 'Ange lace, also lavishly
accented with the bead
tracery.
A voluminous and elegantly
designed skirt was unadorned,
fashioned in deep panels to
create a chapel length train,
which flowed gracefully as she
descended the aisle escorted
by her father, who gave her in
marriage.
Her headdress created
expressly for her gown was an
elbow length veil of imported
illusion, which was richly
bordered in the lace of her
gown, attached to a lace Juliet
crown, raised slightly and
embellished with pearls and
crystal miniature beads.
She carried a bridal bouquet
of ivory butterfly roses,
baker's fern, stephanotis and
baby's breath.
Miss Victoria Ann Johnson
of Louisville served as maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Miss
Mary Johnston of Louisville
and Miss Elizabeth Balhat-
chet of Lexington. Miss Susan
Elizabeth Uffelman of
Clarksville, Tn., cousin of the
bride, served as junior
briOnraid.
iThe httendants wore formal
gowns of deep coral silk
maracaine, combined with
matching chiffon. The
decollete bodice featured self
spaghetti straps, and was
covered will chiffon capelet
falling elbow length in front,
extending to hip length to
create back interest. Their
headdress was a matching
coral silk rose and baby's
breath. They carried floral
designs of Tropicanna roses,
stephanotis and . baby-'s
breath.
The junior bridesmaid wore
a gown of identical maracaine
and chiffon featuring a brief
capelet, and she carried a
bouquet of sweetheart roses
and baby's breath.
James A. Hoskins of
Lexington served as best man.
Groomsmen were Dr. J. D.
Rayburn II and James Baird
Pickens of Lexington, Donald
Cundiff of Somerset, and
Larry Chrisman, cousin of the
bride, of Hazel.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Trotter wore a formal
gown of imported silk quiana
in pale aqua. The fitted bodice
featured a drape self cowl
neckline, long slim sleeves,
and the natural waistline was
accented with a bias sash. A
dirndle skirt was softly full.
She wore her floral tribute of
coral roses and baby's breath
at her waistline, and used
accessories of blending hue to
complete her ensemble.
The groom's mother chose
to wear a formal gown of pale
yellow knit with fitted bodice
and sleeves of lace. The skirt
was softly pleated and her
accessories were of matching
color. At her shoulder she
wore a cattleya orchid.
Mrs. Orville Manson Trotter
of Southside, Tn., grand-
mother of the bride, and Mrs.
Joseph McClanahan of
Raceland, grandmother of the
groom, were presented with
cymbidium orchids.
Mrs. George E. Long II of
Benton presided at the
register.
Mrs. Wayne Bromley Hewlett
Reception
Following the ceremony, the
parents of the bride hosted a
reception at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse.
Kathy Hunt .of Lexington
and Mrs. Jane Prince en-




James Baird Pickens, James
Hayman, Jack R. Uffelman,
Ray Dunavant, Eddie Hunt,
Albert Crider, Lenvel R.
Yates, Gordon Moody, David
Graham, David Poynor, John
E. Scott,- H. B. Bailey, Jr.,
Buist Scott, Jr., J. R. Smith;
and Maj. Jack R. Uffelman.
Out-of-town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T.
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. James
E. Johnston and Dale Nanny
of Louisville; Mrs. James
Suttie, Richmond; Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Graves, Shari and
Greg, St. Charles, Mo.;
George E. Long II and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Farris of Benton;
Mrs. Robert Alsup, Jr.,
Marion; Mr. and Mrs. Ken-
neth D. Wingert and Ray
Dunavant of Memphis, 'Tn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Bill G. Snoddy,
Lori and Lisa, Ironton, Ohio;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robertson,
Henderson; Mrs. Robert
Crouch of Hendersonville,
Tn.; David Graham, Hick-
man, Ms. Winnifred S.
Carrico, Miss Gail Russell,




Mrs. James Hoskins, Ms.
Patricia Beckett, Tom Borg,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lyon,
David Franklin, all of
Lexington; and Mrs. Frank F.
Rudolph and Scott Uffelman
of Clarksville, Tn.
Following a wedding trip to
Acapulco, Mexico, the couple
is re,siding in Lexington.
Rehearsal
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Bromley Hewlett entertained
the wedding party with a
rehearsal dinner at the
Holiday Inn.
The tables were decorated
with white cloths and lighted
candles encircled with floral
arrangements of colorful
spring flowers and greenery.




The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club en-
joyed a delightful salad
supper at the Club House to
close another profitable year
for the department.
Mrs. Marshall Jones,
chairman, conducted a short
business meeting. A new
member, Mrs. James Thomas
Roberts, was recognized and
welcomed by Mrs. Jones.
Mrs. Jack Bailey presented
the out-going chairman with a
gift from the department and
expressed the appreciation of
all members for her leader-
ship during the past year.
Mrs. Mary Farmer was
back by popular demand and
gave a repeat performance at
the. piano. Her selections
brought back many fond
memories for those present
and provided a most pleasant
evening, a department
spokesman said.
Hostesses were Mrs. H. B.
Bailey, Jr., „Mrs.. William
Ryan, Mrs. Ctcil Farris, Mrs.
Maurine Hopson, Mrs.
Gaylord Forrest and Mrs.
Franklin Fitch.
Pro Group, Tennis
To Play On Friday
Pairings for the Pro Group
of Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club for play
on Friday, June 17, at nine a.
m. have been released as
follows:
Corrine Stripling, Mary
Jane Jackson, Shirley Homra,
and Edwina Simmons.
Lynn Houston, Judy Carroll,
Patsy Oakley, and Ann Burke.
Janice Austin, Nancy
Whitmer, Lois Keller, and
Brenda Marquardt.
The oldest Museum in the
world is the Ashmoissil
Museum in Oxford, England.
built in 16791
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(Sale ends RI-1y 9, 1977)
$1.00 OFF All Free Spirit® and
Support Can Be Beautiful® bras
$2.00 OFF All i can't believe it's a girdle
girdles*











Save today on a large selection of current-season pant-
suits in your favorite summer colors and styles. Select
from missy and half-sizes in time for the hot summer







Junior and missy separates and coordinates at super
savings during our fabulous summer sale! Come in and
browse through our large selection in your favorite
summer colors and fabrics. Really save today at Bright's!







1/3 To 1/2 OFF
Save on a large selection of daywear and sleep Wear





Styles b Naturalizer. StruiP. Footworks.
Nina. Has., and C4)rriphies. Buy several at this




UP TO 20% OFF
Save on your favorite- bras and girdles by our
famous-name makers. Buy several and save more.
-;
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Miss Brown Is Honored With Gift Tea
Miss Cindy Brown, bride-
elect of Bruce -Milam, was
honored with a gift tea held on
Sunday, June 5, from two to
four p.m. at the Cayce United
Methodist Church at Cayce.
For the occasion Miss
Brown chose to wear an aqua
blue quinta nylon knit dress
accented with a softly
smocked bodice and flowing
caplet sleeves. She was
presented with a gardenia
corsage. 
Receiving the guests with
the bride-elect were her
mother, Mrs. John D. Brown
of Cayce,- and her mother-in-
law to be, Mrs. Newton J.
Milam of Murray.
Punch, cake, mints, and
nuts were served from a
beautifully decorated table
overlaid with pink net over
white and accented with
crystal and silver. A floral
arrangement of lavender
sweet peas was used as the
centerpiece.
The gift tables displayed her
many lovely and useful gifts.
Approximately eighty persons
were present or sent gifts.
Hostesses for the event were
Mrs. Jerry Graham, Mrs.
Harry Atwill, Mrs. Gail
Lackey, and Mrs. James
Hutchison. Tliey were assisted










Men's stag night will be held
at the Murray Country Club
beginning at 6 p. m. Bob
Billington is chairman of the
activity.
Countryside Homemakers
Club will meet at Paris
Landing State Park pool at ten
a. m.
Land Between the Lakes
events include macrame
workshop at Empire Farm
from ten a. m. to noon, and
moonlight walk starting at
Center Station at 8:30 p. m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. Howard Newell at
seven p. m.
Activities at Kenlake State
Park will be Kenlake
Decathalon to start at 10:30 a.
in., session on jewel beads in
meeting room at three, state
parks slide show in recreation
room and square dance with
Itssons at the tennis courts at
seven p. m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will have its executive
session at seven p. m. and
business session at eight p. in.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the Murray




Margaret, and Molly Wisehart
whose trailer home and
contents were destroyed by
fire will be held at the North
Branch of Peoples Bank .it
seven p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
Save 13
ilief your *we skit*
p.Mmst.u&
Need help 7 Ask our facto'; cernfied house
paint specialists any questions you might
have Ask about our problem solving
manual Ask about a home inspection We re
he,eI.
We have whet you need.
Andu,h,ie On/ oqi
can get most everything you need to do a
long lasting. professional looking point yob
The right brushes. scrapers, pnrners ladders,
drop cloths, masking tape. even thinners and
stains Make Sherwin Wqhams house
painting headquarters
Sittisfeetion aterenteedi
These coatings are a result or extertsrve
research and testing bv the Sherwin Williams
Company We guarantee vole satisfaction In
the use of thi•se prc>dui to or your purchase








reg $1 1 99
FLAT LATEX
WALL PAW)
Save 2 a gal.
Mello -Tone
latex wall paint
Sate end4 Juty 5.
il yiri i 6 4p1 . 1 weint store.e lot in;pre
Free *cored*, service. Use Mester Chasm leith4etericer4 Vise, wow Weeded credit terms.
14•0 stores Met ere 0 stores in one: ireial-wellfreiser-terpet-lholeem.
MURRAY
SOUTHSIDE MANOR SHOPPING CIR.
753-3321
Friday, June 17
Murray Chapter No. 50 of
the Disabled American
Veterans will meet at seven p.
m. at the American Legion
Hall.
Friday, June 17
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Kenlake State Park with
John and Joan Bowker as
wagonmasters. An ice cream
social will be held tonight and
a potluck supper will be
served Saturday night.
Youth day program will
start at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at ten
a.m. Advance registration
necessary.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include a fishing
derby at 4:30 p.m. behind the
hotel, and appearance by the
I.akeside Singers in the
meeting room at 8:30 p.m.
Puppets and Swishower of
Memorial Baptist Church will
present a program at Brandon
Springs, Land Between the
Lakes at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, June 18
Chapter M of P.E.O. will
have a luncheon at Lake
Barkley Lodge at twelve noon
with Prof. and Mrs. Larne
Clark to give the program.
Murray Shrine Club will
have a social at the Triangle
Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the WOW Hall
at 7:30 p.m. •
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include nature
photography for beginners at
Center Station at ten a.m.;
stream stroll with each one to
wear tennis shoes at Jenny
Ridge picnic area at two p.m.;
flashlight walk at Center
Station at nine p.m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will feature several
outdoor events throughout the
day with the final one being
the square dance with lessons
for novices at eight p.m. at the
tennis courts.
The Youth of the Memorial
Baptist Church will have a
skating party at ten p.m.
Saturday, June 18
Puryear Lions Club will
sponsor an ice cream social
with square dancing and
country musk starting at six




frosting is too thin for spreading
well, beat in a little more sugar;










*Choose from moil podels:
Pintos, Maverick. Granada and
even LTD.
•Our rates are low and we
even include insurance
coverage












Famous Name Nationally Advertised. )
Solids and prints. Great selection to
8 9 9 ?
choose from. Regular 15.99 & 1,5.99





Get the latest in summer handbags at
our fantastic low price! Many styles to
choose from, including this seasons most
wanted canvas bags. Regular to 9.99
399
LONG
Famous Name Nationally Advertised.
1/3 to 50% Off and More
3-'( You'll get comfort & style in our juwp-
V. suits & pantsuits. Why not buy one of 4 399 i
each!
/
Regular 2 I4.99 to 39.99 
- JUMPSUIT PANTSUIT SALE! \
 ,
SUNDRESS & SUMMER DRESS SALE!
fro° Fashions
Favorites!1 I99   2 7 99 99 al 1 9 9Reg. 139 9
[ long, & short gowns, coats, long, & short robes.
LINGERIE SALE!
Regular 099
5.99 to 12.99 L
Lb
3 9 9 599
 LOUNGEWEAR SALE!
Exciting prints and patterns.
Caftans and floats, large
selection to choose from
Reg. 17.99
•
BEHR'S CHARGE•t1AS TER CHARGE•BANKAMERICARD 
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Today marks a banner day
for The Murray Ledger &
Times.
With today's edition, we are
beginning our second thirty
years as a daily newspaper ser-
ving Murray and Calloway
County.
The Murray Ledger & Times
was first published as a daily,
Monday-Saturday, on Monday,
June 16, 1947.
In the announcement that the
newspaper would begin ap-
pearing six days per week,
which ran in the last weekly
edition of the paper on June 12,
1947, thenpublisher W. Perry
Williams said:
"It will be our purpose to
work as hard to make it the best
small daily newspchper in Ken-
tucky as we have worked to
make it the best all-round
weekly in the state."
Thirty years later, that is still
the pledge of the management
and staff of this newspaper.
And, as was the case in 1947,
it still takes a capable, loyal
staff to produce a daily
newspaper. This, we have, in
our 27 employes and at this
time we'd like to publicly thank
our staff for their many years
of dedication to serving their
fellow citizens in this com-
munity.
The Murray Ledger & Times
had its origin in 1879 when a
stock company with W. 0. Wear
as editor established the
Calloway News. Wear was, at
the Wile of his. death. editor and
publisher of the calioway
Times, which was merged with
the Murray Ledger after his
death. The Calloway Times and
the Murray Ledger were suc-
ceeded by the Ledger & Times.
The Ledger & Times was pur-
New Settee No 1091 illn76"="7.S. V<!••=
chased by W. P. Williams in
1941. In 1942 he bought the West
Kentuckian, another weekly,
and the two were merged in the
same year.
Following World War II,
James C. Williams was named
general manager of the weekly
newspaper, as well as the
business's job printing depart-
ment and office supply store.
Williams waj named
publisher of the newspaper af-
ter it became daily and
remained in that position until
the newspaper was purchased
by Walter L. Apperson, the
present publisher, in Sep-
tember of 1973.
From the above brief
historical sketch it's easy to see
that we have a tradition of solid
"newspapering" in our
background. That tradition is
one which we promise to main-
tain in future years.
We have never considered
our business as "the newspaper
game." It is our life and our
livelihood and we pledge to con-
tinue to .devote ourselves to
giving the people of Murray
and Calloway County, who have
supported this newspaper
through these many years, the
newspaper they desire and
deserve.
Mi.irray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St. Murray,
Ky 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky
4WD.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
carriers, $2,50 per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tem., $17.50 per
year. By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
Derr As MO All-Rert Kerr Tardy lirmereF IIWI
Garrotes Galley
Some Take Their Family
Trees Kind Of Seriously
By M. C. Garrott
When you go climbing around in
family trees, you had better be sure
which limb is which. Some people take
that kind of stuff seriously. I found this
out the other day after writing about
William Edward and Jeannette Rogers
moving back to Murray. Jeannette's
sister, Sandra, also is married to a
Rogers - Glenn ---,and based on the
,information I had received, I had noted
that the two fellows weren't related.
I had no more gotten home that
evening before the phone rang. It was
Gene Rogers, one of the security
officers at Murray State and who lives
on 94 near Lynn Grove. He wanted to
know where I got my information that
William Edward and Glenn weren't
related. From one of their wives, I told
him.
"Well, they are," he said, and
proceeded to take me through the
Rogerses' family tree, limb by limb. It
turned out that William Edward's
grandfather and Glenn's grandfather
were first cousins. William's
grandfather was Delmus Rogers, one of
10 children of Hugh Stanton Rogers, Sr.,
who was born not long after George
Washington died.
Glenn's grandfather, also named
Glenn, was one of nine children of
Cornelius Rogers, another son of Hugh
Stanton, and he was known around here
as "Uncle Neely." He lived near Gibb's
Store, which was located near where
Charles Hoke and Henry Warren now
live in Kingswood.
Gene had it all down in writing.
Also tied into the family is James
Rogers, the director of auxiliary
services at Murray State. James'
father, Allen, also was a first cousin of
William Edward and Glenn's
grandfathers. He was one of eight
children born to Hugh Stanton Rogers,
Jr., and his wife.
+++++
Hugh Stanton Rogers, Sr., Gene tells
me, was born in East _Tennessee on
Washington's birthday but 85 years
behind the Father of Our Country. He
was orphaned at the age of 14, and a
story handed down about him concerns
his love for a horse.
Soon after his parents died, the
administrator of the estate had a sale of
household goods, farming implements
and livestock. The boy, Stan, as they
called him, had a colt one or two years
old. The sale had been in progress for a
bit when someone led the colt around in
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This is the front page at the last weekly edition of The ledger & Times published June 12, 1947. The newspaper




front of everybody and the auctioneer
cried out:
"Here is a very fine colt! There is ncit
a blemish on him! He is bridle-wise and
has been broke to ride! What do I hear
for this colt!"
Just then, there was a commotion in
the midst of the bidders and young Stan
came running to the colt. Throwing his
arms around its neck, he cried, "No,
sireee! This colt belongs to me and he is
not for sale!"
The auctioneer then had a little
conference with the administrator and
some of the kinsfolk. Soon it was
announced that it was agreeable with
all concerned that the young man could
have the colt and then "henceforth it
will be the private property of Stan
Rogers."
Not long after this, so the story goes,
young Stan got together what clothes he
had, tied them in a bundle to his saddle,
got on the colt and struck out across the
hills and valleys toward West
Tennessee to make his home with one of
his brothers.
+++++
He later married a school teacher
some three years older than he, and
they built and settled in a log house
about two miles northwest of Lynn
Grove. All eight of their children,
including William Edward and Glenn's
grandfathers were born in this log
house.
+++++
I wasn't too far off base a couple of
weeks ago when I wrote about the big
gassafras tree we saw recently down in
Hickman County • on the banks of the
Mississippi.
Terry McGinnis, our design artist at
Murray State, wrote to inform me that
the "world's largest sassafras tree" is
in Owensboro. It is located at the corner
of Maple and Second Streets, and a
historical marker, sanctioned by the
National Georgraphic Society,
proclaims it as the world's largest.
So, if Aunt Minnie writes and asks
you where the world's largest sassafras
tree is located, you can tell her it's in
Owensboro, but the second largest has
got to be the one in Hickman County on
the banks of the Mississippi.
Letter To The Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is
beginning its second thirty years of
service to the citifens of this
community with this issue.
The first issue of the daily Murray
Ledger & Times was published on
Monday, June 16, 1947.
The front page of that first daily issue
contained many news stories of local
interest.
0+0
The lead story that day was about the
Saturday (June 14) opening rally of
Harry Lee Waterfield's gubernatorial
campaign against Earle C. Clements.
Murray Mayor George Hart presided
over the meeting which was held
"before one of the largest crowds ever
to assemble in Calloway County."
0+0
Another big story on June 16, 1947,
concerned Kentucky Lake State Park.
The story said that the park had been
given top priority for state aid to
develop a tourist hotel, cabins and other
facilities.
0+0
A feature box at the top of the front
page entitled "What The Readers Say"
liste d comments from local citizens
about the new daily Ledger & Times.
Among the comments were:
Max Hurt, secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce at the time: "I
think it is one of the most progressive
steps that has been made here in a
decade."
Lester Nanney,- Calloway' County
court clerk at the time: "It is a good
thing. It will get the local news to the
people quicker."
George E. Overbey, commander of
the local V. F. W. at the time: "The
greater the dissemination of news and
knowledge the safer our Democracy."
0+0
Also on the front page that day was a
story naming the first subscriber to the
daily Ledger & Times. The story said:
"Max Hurt, executive secretary of
Murray's Chamber of Commerce,
became the first subscriber to get a
Band Parents Thanked
Dear Editor:
As retiring president of the Murray
Band Booster Club, I wish to express
my gratitude to the parents of band
( Loom% BACK j
10 Years Ago
Third Class Petty Officer James E.
Rickman of the United States Seabees
is now serving in Vietnam. His wife is -
the former Judy'Kay Outland, and his
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Macon
Rickman.
Deaths reported include D. E.
Morris, age 80.
Eddie Wells, son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Wells of Murray, is the recipient of an
intensive three weeks program
awarded by the National Aeronautical
Space Administration to graduate
students. Wells is now a student at
Cornell University.
The Murray University School
Chapter of the Future Business Leaders
of America. won a Gold Seal Chapter
Award at the national FBLA meeting in
San Francisco, Calif. Jay Richey
represented the University School
Chapter meeting along with the.
sponsor, Mrs. Lanette Thurman and
son, Mark.
20 Years Ago
The Ledger & Times is observing its
tenth anniversary as a daily
newspaper, according to James C.
Williams, publisher. Pictured today are
the seventeen persons who put out the.
daily paper each day except Sunday.
Tommy Doran, son of Mr. and Mrs.
T. C. Doran, will receive his Bachelor of
Music degree from Northwestern
University, Evanston, Ill., this
weekend. Hewill study this summer in
Oakland, Calif.
The Rev. William T. Thomas will
arrive here June 25 to be the first
resident minister of -.St. John's
Episcopal Church.
Miss Rozene 'Dowdy and Holmes
Ellis, Jr., were married June 9 at the
First Baptist Church.
"Glindel Reaves is a fellow with a
good business head on him," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams
members, band members themselves,
supportive citizens, band directors,
school administrators, and our local
mass media personnel for all the
assistance and cooperation we have
had during this unusually outstanding
year for our Murray bands. Each of our
bands has had their moments of glory.
The event that we as band boosters
will not forget is that of the Murray
High School band winning the grand
championship of the Natioanl High
School Marching Band Contest at
Whitewater, Wisconsin on June 2-4.
Also, their winning the drum major and
matching awards of the contest. I hope
the citizens of Murray fully realize that
this was not a small state or regional
contest but the "World Series" of high
school marching bands.
Furthermore, if the band directors
and school officials agree to
accept the invitation to participate in
the Orange Bowl parades next winter, I
hope that the pride we now feel will
result in private and commercial
interests providing the dollars
necessary to send the Number One high
school marching band to the Miami
festival. This band should not have to
sell chocolate candy bars and fruit to.
finance the trip.
This ends fourteen years of service in
the Murray Band Boosters Club for me.
A club president could not have had
better cooperation and work from his
fellow' officers and committee people
than I had this year. I wish the best of
luck to next year's president Ron
Hampton and his fine cadre of officers.
Truly the success of our local band
program is a combination of supportive
administrators, patient and well
trained professional directors, well
disciplined band members and
unselfish, hard working band parents.
Respectfully yours,
Wayne M. Williams




And Samuel heard all the words
of the people and he rehearsed
them in the ears of the Lord. I Sam-
uel 8:21.
A good Pastor, and a good gos-
ernment official, ,listens to the voice
of the people - but he rehearses
them in the presence of God, before
he decides what Is right
year's subscription to the new Murray
Ledger & Times daily paper Thursday
when he came to the office and paid a
12-month advance.
"At the same time, his daughter,
Mrs. Van Bogard Dunn, Durham, N.
became the second subscriber."
We appreciate that, Max. You have
been a loyal supporter of this
community and this newspaper for
many, many years.
0+0
Other stories on the front page thirty
years ago announced:
- the opening of Earle Clements'
gubernatorial campaign for June 28;
- 39 Murray Girl Scouts %so/awards
at the closing program of the local Day
Camp;
- The Rev. H. F. Paschall accepted
the pastorate of the Hazel Baptist
Church;
- President Harry Truman vetoed
the $4 billion dollar income tax
reduction bill;
0+0
The last weekly edition of the
newspaper, published Thursday, June
12,1947, also carried news stories which
may be ot interest to present-day
readers.
In addition to the announcement that
the paper would begin daily publication
the following Monday and a story about
the upcoming Waterfield rally
described above, the front page
included:
- the announcement that the Rev.
Samuel McKee had been elected
president of the Murray Lions Club
succeeding R. L. Wade. Other Officers
named were Leonard Vaughn, vice-
president, Elliott Wear, second vice-
president, E. W. Riley, third vice-
president, W. B. Moser, secretary;
Heron West, assistant secretary,
Dewey Ragsdale, Lion Tamer, and Glin
Jeffrey, tall twister. Vester Orr, Connie
Ford and Lester Nanney were named to
the board of directors.
- A story telling about a group of
four local Boy Scouts who were making
preparations to attend the World
Jamboree in Moisson, France in
August. Scouts selected to make the
trip were Tom Lamb, Pat Sykes,
Charles Tolley and John Paul
Butterworth. They were to be
accompanied to France by
Scoutmaster Ralph Wear;
- Also on Scouting, another story
told of eight Scouts from Troop 50 of
Murray who were to attend Camp
Pakentucky. Making the trip were
Bobby Foy, Owen Billington, Gerald
McCord, Jerry Lavender, W. B. Moser,
Jr., Bobby Hays, Jimmy Boone and
Charles Mart. The story also reported
that Clegg Austin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Austin, was a junior leader at the
camp.
- The Weekly Report of Police Court
said, in its entirety: "Five drunks
appeared before City Judge Hub
Murrell this week and were fined $13.65
each.
- a report that the Ledger Ili Times
had won first place as the "Best All- ot
Round Newspaper for 1947" in the
competition sponsored for weekly
newspapers by the Kentucky Press
Association. Members of the
newspaper staff at the time -were
James C. Williams, Mrs. J. B. Burkeen,
John Fetterman, Mrs. H. I. Sledd,
Joyce Wynn, Ralph Wear, Raleigh
Meloan, Oyis Valentine, Boyd Wear,
Ezra Rose and Joe Weaks, Jr.
- Another story on Scouting
announced that Mrs. Tom Rowlett of
Murray would serve as director of Girl
Scout camp Bear Creek during the
summer and that 15 Murray girls had
tentatively been selected to attend the
camp. Mrs. George Hart, president of
the Murray Girl Scout Association,
announced that the girls selected to
attend the camp were,Jennel Foy, Ruth
Osborne, Verona Smith, Jean Corn,
Jean Farris, Betty June , West, Mary
Frances Williams, Janet Stnith.
Carolyn Melugin, Julia Fuqua, Barbara
Ashcraft, Hilda Galloway, Janice
Doran, Mary Ann Wilson and Patricia
Futrell.
- Another story announced that
Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts would
serve as director for the Girl Scout Day
Camp which would be held at the City
Park.
0 -0
Beginning with Friday's edition,
"Thirty Years Ago Today" will be
added to the "Looking Back' feature on
our opinion page.
"Looking Back" features news of
past years and is compiled by Local
Scene Editor Jo Burkeen, and is
gleaned from Murray Ledger & Times
newspaper files.
In addition to 10 Years Ago, 20 Years
Ago, and 30 Years Ago, which will be
appearing daily, we will continue to
feature 40 Years Ago This Week in our
Saturday edition. a.
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Steve Golliher To Get Tough Test
From Rugged Oaks Tourney Field
By MIKE BRANDON
1.edger & Times Sports Editor
Paducah got its five-inch
rainfall Wednesday and of
course, though it did cause
some problems, people with
:1-t..eri thumbs were happy.
The next question is: when
1,itg,:ing to ram in Murray?
The answer: Definitely,
Saturday or Sunday. Why?
Because that's when the Oaks
Invitational Golf Tournament
s scheduled to be played.
For some reason, it has
rained on the last nine Oaks
Invitationals. The track
record has been, since the
tout ncr started in 1964, 11 of
the 13
"A rain certainly wouldn't
'Iurt the course," said David
;allagher, the club pro .at the
oaks.
-Die fairways are really
hard and the ball is getting a
lot of roll. But the greens are
in excellent condition.
"It should be tough to play,
even though it will be shorter
bec3use of the hard fairways.
The sandtraps are really well-
positioned," Gallagher added.
Last year, it was a wild
scramble on the back nine, so
wild in fact, that after 16 holes,
six golfers. were two strokes
apart.
But or. the 17th hole, Steve









member of the Miami
University golf team, rolled in
a 40-foot putt and wrapped up
the title.
Golliher, who had fired a 71
on the first day last year,
finished his final round even
par ancrhad a one-under par
143 total to win the cham-
pionship flight.
Second place last year went
to Homer Branch who was a
stroke back at 144 and the 1975
champion, Mayfield's Kern
Allbritton, finished at 146 as
did Russ Cochran of Paducah,
Richard Smith of Paris and
Sonny "Hoot" Gibson of
Mayfield.
The best round turned in last
year was on the first day and it
was four-under par 68 from
Nicky Ryan, who plays out of
the Oaks Country Club.
Golliher will be back this
weekend to try and repeat his
feat. Also on hand will be Mike
Shelbourne of Paducah.
Shelbourne won the Murray
Invitational Golf Tournampnt
sports
As/Iiierray Ledger 8c Times




Say, who was that blur on
the basepaths? That was no
blur - that was Rod Carew.
Revered more as a hitter
than a speedster, the veteran
used both his legs and his head
Wednesday night in leading
the Minnesota Twins to a 3-2
victory over , the California
wangels.
Carew turned an ordinary
double into a triple with a
daring burst in the seventh
inning, and that bit of highway
robbery with one out even-
tually led to Craig Kusick's
game-winning sacrifice fly.
"I don't think I would have
tried to get three out of it if
















another pitcher besides Frank
Tanana," said Carew. "You
don't score too many. runs off
him."
Dave Goltz blanked the
Angels after giving up two
runs in the first inning. The
burly right-hander scattered
nine hits, struck out eight and
walked two while going the
distance for the fourth time
this season.
Tanana, 10-3, fanned just
three, walked four and hit one
batter. Jerry Remy tripled,
doubled, and singled twice for
the Angels, who fell 4'2 games
behind the frontrunning Twins
in the American League West.
Mariners 6, A's 5
Juan Bernhardt's two-out
single in the 11th inning
capped a two-run rally as
Seattle edged Oakland. Mike
Kekich, 4-1, pitched four in-
nings of relief and picked up
the victory. Pablo Torrealba,
3-1, took the defeat.
Dave Collins opened the 11th
for Seattle with an infield
single, moved to second on Bill
Stein's sacrifice and scored on
Larry Milbourne's single,
tying the score 5-5.
Dave Giusti then replaced
Torrealba. Skip Jutze
sacrificed Milbourne to
second and Bernhardt then
singled for the winning run.
Rangers 6, Indians 0
Mike Marshall, Adrian
Devine and Darold Knowles

























Texas defeated Cleveland and
handed the Indians their
fourth straight loss.
Marshall allowed three hits
before tiring in his third start
of the year. Devine pitched the
eighth and Knowles the ninth
for Texas, which swept the
three-game series.
Brewers 6, Orioles 2
Don Money capped
Milwaukee's six-run second
inning with a two-run homer,
and the Brewers went on to
defeat Baltimore behind the
combined seven-hit pitching of
Jim Slaton and Sam Hinds.
Money had two singles in
addition to his homer, giving
him 12 hits in his last eight
games.
Tigers 9, Blue Jays 0
Fernando Arroyo fired a
five-hitter for his first major
league shutout as Detroit beat
Toronto. Arroyo kept Toronto
batters blasting the ball into
the dirt most of the game, and
Tigers first baseman Jason






















27 38 .415 15
25 37 .403 154
23 .40 .365 18
Wednesday's Gauses
New York 6, Atlanta 5
Cincinnati 8, Philadelphia 7. 10 innings
Montreal 2, Houston 0
Chicago 2, San Diego 0
Los Angeles 10, Pittsburgh 1
St. Louis 9, San Francisco 6
Hiursday's Gams
St. Louis (Netter ) at San Fran-
else° Barr 7-5
Houston McLaughlin_ ) at New
York I Espinosa 3-4 )
Chicago i Burris 8-5) at San Diego
( Jones 4-6
Pittsburgh Candelaria, 7-21 at los
Angeles ( Rau 6-1, n
Only games scheduled
Friday's Goma
Cincinnali at Montreal, n
itouston at New York, n
Atlanta at Philadelphia, n
St. Louis at San Diego, n
Chicago at Los Angeles, n




















Chicago 31 27 534 3
Texas 29 27 .518 4
Calif 29 28 .509 44
K.C. 26 30 483 6
Oakland 28 30 .463 6
Seattle 2638 .406 11
Wednesday's pawn
Texas 6, Clevelande
Milwaukee 6, Baltimore 2
Detroit 9, Toronto()
Minnesota 3, California 2
Seattle 6, Oakland 5,11 innings
Only games scheduled
nursery's Gaines —
Oakland ( Lang(ord 4-4 ) at Seattle
Abbott 2-6 )
Milwaukee ( Augustine 7.71 at
Baltimore I May 8-5 ) n
Chicago (Stone 6-5) at Boston (Tiant 4-
4 ), n
Toronto (Garvin 7-3) at Detroit
I Fidrych
Kansas City (Leonard 4-61 at New York
(Guidry 4-21, n




Seattle at Texas 2, t-n
Detroit at Cleveland, n
Baltimore at Toronto, n
New York at Boston, n
Minneeta at Kansas City. n
Oakland it Chicago,











Other top-notch golfers who
will be trying to unseat
Golliher include Russ
Cochran, Paris' George
Codgbill, Jesse McNeill, who
last weekend won the Hick-
man Invitational, Roy
Cothran, Don Cothran, Tom
Ns. I TIE
8:30 — Russ Cochran, Chip Sloan,
Tom Matthias, and Jerry Hopkins.
8:40 — Jim McDougal, David
Morefield, Frank Varini, and Larry
Wilkins.
8:50 — Bill Read, Karl Hussung, Steve
Hussung, and Buck Hurley.
9:00 — Stan Key, E. W. Dennison, and
Phil Bryan.
9:10— Jerry Caldwell, Greg Howard,
Wally Young, and Jimmy Lamb.
9:20— Bert Coleman, Jerry Tollison,
Lee Chandler, and David Andrews.
9:30— Monty Newcombe, Micky Stria,
Kerry Creason, and Jeff Wiseman.
9:40 — John P. Felker, Mark Page,
Todd Doyle, and Kenny Perry.
12:30 — Tom Austin, Terry Sloan,
George Cogbill, and Edward Burkeen.
12:40 — Joe Warren, John C. Lovett,
Carl Ham, and Wilburn Sirls.
12:50 — Bobby Cronin, Jim Brown,
Fred Sanders, and Bobby Jones.
1:00 — Jesse McNeill, Gary Sullivan,
Lynn Sullivan, and Walter Powell.
1:10 — Waldo Golliher, Steve Golliher,
Jeff Golliher, and Greg Overstreet.
120— Steve Barger, Mike Shelborne,
Mickey Reed, and Dwaine Lowery.
1:30 — Charles Jackson, J. P. Parker,
Tom Vernier, and Herb Hurley.
1:40 — Jimmy Peck, Roy Cothran,
Don Cothran, and Jim White.
1:50 — Mike Flood, David Bradford,
Edward Hely, and David Wade.
liks. 11Th
8:30 — Billy Brandon, Todd Johnson,
and Tim Cheat.
8,40 — David Gallagher and Dale Nan-
ce.
8.50 — Homer Branch, Kevin
1YAngelo, Bill Seale, and Mike Morgan.
9:00 — Bill Bogard, Billy Dan
Ted Lawson, and Richard Knight.
9 — Macon Hutchens7re Duke,
Ito We Jackson, and Larry Ham.
9:20 — Dick Cunningham, Darold
Keller, Dick Orr, and Gene MoCutcheon.
9:30 — Danny Ham, Chuck McGuire,
John Stroup, and William Seelye.
9:40 — Michael Boggess, Mark
Denham, David Ryan, and Tlm Jones.
12:20 — Don Robinson, Al Lindsey,
Ralph McCuiston, and John McCage.
12:40— Ted Billingion, Bob Billington,
Stuart Poston, and Grad* Villanova.
12:50 — Leroy Bentley, Larry Mullins,
Dick Stacey, and Chuck Mitchell.
1:00 — Mitchell Story, Greg Story,
John White, and Modell Parks.
110 — Ken Albritten, John Walker,
Alan Smith, and Greg Glover.
1:20 — Don Frixzell, Harvey Barrett,
Jerry Austin, and Ted Kinsey.
1:30 — Charles Caldwell, Max Walker,
Bob LaMastus, and Gary Lovett.
1:40 — Ezra Rogers, Tony McAlpin,
Adrin Augustus, and Billy Wolfe.
150 — Mickey Boggess and Jim
Bryan.
2:00 — Tommy Hamlin, Charles
Hamlin, and Don Johnson.
Austin, Bobby Cronin, Jimmy
Brown, Wally Young, Jerry
Caldwell and Homer Branch.
Also playing will be three of
the top young golfers in the
area, Gary Sullivan, Lynn
Sullivan and Kevin D'Angelo.
All three went to the Kentucky
Staie High School Golf
TCurnament earlier this
spring.
There will be six flights in
the tourney and for a hole-in-
one during the competition, a
golf cart and trailer furnished
by Midway Motors will be
given as the prize.
A field of approximately 150
golfers are expected to be on
hand when the tourney kicks
off Saturday morning.
The leaders of Saturday's
first round will tee off Sunday
afternoon at approximately 1
p. m.
The top eight golfers in the
championship flight will be in
the same two foursomes. The
public is invited to attend and
watch the tournament.
rsiiiir'` the green door•
Midnight Madness Sale
Storting at 7 p.m. Friday Night
Odds & Ends, Designer Sheets,
some matching cases
5 Only - Novelty Vinyl
Shower Curtains (17.00 Value)
Nettle Creek




Decorator Pillows Toilet Seats
1/2 ...Hand woven wool throwsHand woven wall hangings 1/2
Linen Place Mats Bath rugs & rid covers














(Several Styles & Colors)
Buy One Pair Get
The Second Pair For
A 2 Dollar Bill
As The Hour Gets
Later The Bargains Get Better,
We Will be closed from 4:30 to 7:00 to mark the many bargains!
mt.
Great Gib FoI'r a Great Guy...D;c1
• .• db.
Sporting Life Mostly Cotton—Completely Carefree ... by Puritan. You have to wear
The Sporting Life* to find out how truly comfortable a shirt can be. Knit of 60% cotton,
40% polyester, it's a breeze to wear and care for. Just pop
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Reds To Roll Out Red
Carpet For Tom Seaver
By NORM CLARKE
AP SPGRTS WRITER
CINCINNATI AP) — The'
Cincinnati Reds have the red
carpet out for Tom Seaver —
with team captain Pete Rose
heading the welcoming
committee.
"I just hope Tom is as
anxious to come here as we
are to have him," said Rose
Wednesday night after
learning that the two-time
world champions had just
acquired the fire-balling
righthander from the New
York Mets.
This gives us the premier
pitcher in baseball. It will be
like fielding an All-Star
team," said Manager Sparky
Anderson.
We gave up a lot, but we
got a lot," said Anderson.
"Seaver may be the all-time
all-timer before he is
through."
"This," said Reds' pitching
coach Larry Shepard, "takes
the pressure off the other
pitchers like Sandy Koufax did
for the Dogers."
The Reds gave up starting
pitcher Pat Zachry, utility
infielder Doug Flynn and
promising minor league
outfielders Steve Henderson. _
and Dan Norman for the
three-time Cy Young Award
winner.
The trade ends the Reds'
long search for a dominant
pitcher to go with an awesome
offense which has produced
108 and 102 regular season
victories the past two years.
Seaver, 32, figures to offset
the loss of relief ace Rawly
Eastwick, who was traded to
the St. Louis Cardinals for
reliever Doug Capilla.
Eastwick, the National
League's top fireman last
year was the only unsigned
•Cincinnati • player and had
recently lashed out at
management.
He was booed while war-
ming up in the 10th inning of
Wednesday's 8-7 victory over
the Philadelphia Phils.
"They gave me away and I
expected them to," said
Eastwick, who has led the
league in saves the past two
years.
"I hope these guys go to the
playoffs and win three in a row
again — but not for the front
office, for the players," said
the 26 year-old righthander.
Also traded was reliever
Mike Caldwell, who was sent
to Milwaukee for two minor
leaguers.
Anderson said the Seaver
deal was formulated Sunday,
but not finalized until late
Wednesday night.
Rose had a hunch something
big was brewing. "I knew it
was coming. 1 iiings you don't
expect, that's how Howsam
works," said Rose, speaking
in subdued clubhouse as
traded players said their
goodbyes.
He sought out Eastwick and
told him "you can still help us.
Get out to the West Coast
Friday and get Ron Cey out
with the bases loaded."
Catcher Johnny Bench
expressed worry over "so
much turnover." "We've got
four guys gone and we have to
fill those spots. But it is nice to
know we have Seaver going
out there every four or five
days."
Anderson, ecstatic that the
Reds did not break up their
powerful eight-man offensive
lineup, said the Mets "filled
their needs by getting an
outfielder Henderson, an
infielder Flynn and a rookie of
the year pitcher."
He said Henderson. did not
figure to break into the Reds
outfield for three or four more
years and Flynn would have
been relegated to reserve duty
behind Joe Morgan and Dave
Concepcion, a pair of All-Star
performers.
SAILING
TORBOLE, Italy — Swiss
skippers Jean Hotz and Andre..
Nicolet scored their seconcL
straight victory in the World
Flying Dutchman Sailing
Championships as three East
German teams and one Soviet
team withdrew because of
what they called "racialist"
teams from South Africa.
Remember Dad




Wirray Ledger & Times s
Cards Might Have Best
Relievers In Baseball
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — "We had a good bullpen even
before we got Rawly Eastwick," noted Clay Carroll after
helping to prove the point.
"I think the key to the game might have been the Job
Carroll did," St. Louis Manager Vern Rapp said after the
Cardinals' 9-5 victory over the San Francisco Giants Wed-
nesday night.
Carroll, 38, is the senior member of what Rapp feels "is
just one of the finest bullpens in the National League right
now," with the talented but unsigned Eastwick coming from
Cincinnati in exchange for minor league pitcher Doug
Capin&
The Giants, who got a two-run homer from Marc Hill in the
second inning, stretched their lead to 4-0 in the third but it
could have been even bigger. Carroll rescued Pete Falcone
after the starter allowed three straight singles, getting out of
the inning by facing four men and not allowing a hit.
A six-run fourth featuring Ted Simmons' two-run homer
sent St. Louis ahead, but the Giants tied it with two quick
runs off Butch Metzger in the fifth.
"That inning hurt the most — bases loaded with none out
and we only mustered two runs," Giants Manager Joe
Altobelli said.
Rookie reliever John Urrea, 2-3, pitched out of that jam
with the help of a double play and stayed on until the end,
allowing one hit in five innings.
, That hit was Derrel Thomas' ninth inning single, the fourth
hit of the game for the Giants player who raised his average
to .271.
Jerry Mumphrey and Keith Hernandez belted doubles in
the seventh as St. Louis scored three runs off Randy Moffitt,
14, to make Urrea a winner.
The Cardinals' team batting average rose to .268 with their
14-hit attack, but most of the postgame conversation was
about the bullpen staff.
"Wow. Carroll, Eastwick, Al Hrabosky, Butch Metzger,
Buddy Schultz. I don't know who they'll send down," said
Hernandez who is batting .317. "I suppose it might have been
Urrea, but look at the job he just did.'
Rapp said, "John is just 22 and pitched Double A ball last
year. But he had such a good spring training that he stayed
with us. He's done quite a job for a young fellow."
While the Cardinals participated in baseball's busy trading
night, Giants General Manager Spec Ftichartson struck out
in efforts to acquire much-needed pitching help.
Starting pitchers John Montefusco and Lynn McGlothen
are_out with injuries, and when Altobelli looked ahead to a
Sunday doubleheader here against Pittsburgh he said, "We'll
pitch Bob Knepper and somebody."
Mets Lose Kingman And
Seaver But Pick Up Win
By BARRY MINER
AP Sports Writer
The New York Mets lost
Tom Seaver, Dave Kingman
and Mike Phillips Wednesday
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While the team's front office
was busy wheeling and
dealing before the major
league trading deadline, the
Mets blew a 4-0 lead before
rallying for a 6-5 victory over
the Atlanta Braves.
Bruce Boisclair hit a two-
run homer and John Milner
collected a single, triple and
three FtBI in the triumph. For
Milner, it was a happy
homecoming.
Boisclair said he knew he
was about to hit a home run as
soon as he saw Atlanta starter










A meal you won't want to miss. Fried Filet of
Fish with Tartar Sauce, French Fries, Cole
Slaw, Tea or Coffee.969
111111L, 
141JPSIDAY AND FRIDAY ONLY
PLATE LUNCH
SPECIAL
"'country style steak with
creamed potatoes,
green beans, rolls, tea






Seaver To Reds, Cards
Pick Up Rawly Eastwick
By The Associated Press
The top names bartered
away before baseball's
trading deadline also were the
biggest name-callers in recent
weeks
—Tom Seaver once called
his boss 'a lunatic."
—Dave Kingman said his
employers were living in the
dark ages.
—And Rawly Eastwick said
his chiefs were good at back-
stabbing .
These players today work
for different organizations,
although It was ironic that
Seaver now plays for the team
Eastwick could not stand.
Seaver, perhaps the top
pitcher in baseball the past 10
years, and Kingman, a boom-
or-bust slugger, were traded
by the New York Mets Wed-
nesday night.
The right-handed Seaver
went to the Cincinnati Reds
for right-handed pitcher Pat
Zachry, the National League's
rookie of the year in 1976,
infielder Doug Flynn and
minor league outfielders Steve
Henderson and Dan Norman.
Henderson, who swings a big
bat, and Flynn, a versatile
infielder, were unable to crack
the Reds' talent-rich lineup.
Seaver's main complaint
with his boss, M. Donald
Grant, was that he was cheap.
He would not lay out millions
for last year's' talented free
agents and he would not
renegotiate Seaver's three-
year, $675,000 contract.
Bob Howsam, the Reds'
president, said Seaver's
contract would not be
renegotiated this year.
Kingman takes his all-or-
nothing bat to San Diego,
where he will be toiling for the
Padres, who did spend
millions on a couple of free
agents last year. Kingman,
who is unsigned, also thought
Grant was tight with money. It
was not known whether
Kingman would sign with the
Padres, who - sent reserve
infielder Bobby Valentine and
lett-handed pitcher Paul
Siebert to the Mets.
Eastwick also was unsigned
and he said that he does not
intend to put his name on a St.
Louis contract. The Cardinals,
Reds 8, Phillies 7
le Innings
George Foster's 5th homer
of the season with two out in
the ninth tied the score and
Pete Rose singled home pinch
runner Champ 'Summers in
the 10th with the winner for
the Reds. Home runs by Mike
Schmidt, Greg Luzinski and
Ftichie Hebner helped the
Phillies build their early lead
before the Reds scored four
runs in the seventh to close in
Expos 2, Astros
Brown won his third con-
secutive game for the Expos.
who gained their eighth
triumph in the last, 12 games.
"I established my curve ball
early and fooled the hitters in
the late tAnings," said Brown
"I made a few bad pitches on
occasions but the hitters got
themselves out."
Dodgers 10, Pirates 1
Steve Garvey homered for
the fourth consecutive game
and Dusty Baker celebrated
the signing of a new four-year
contract with a homer and
three runs batted in for
Angeles. Rick Rhoden coasted
to his ninth victory in
decisions with late relief fror,
Mike Garman.
The Dodgers broke open tlw
game with a seven-run sixth
inning in which they sent 12
batters to the plate.
Cubs 2, Padres 0
Reuschel won his third
straight game with a four-
hitter as the surprising Cubs
posted their sixth straight
victory. Reuschel, who struck
out nine, has not allowed an
earned run in his last 26 m-
e'nings.
Manny Trillo, the le-at:1'41y
hitter in the National heagl
with a .375 average, had three
singles for the Cubs.
who now pack a potent one-
two punch in Eastwick and Al
Hrabosky but of the bullpen,
sent minor league pitcher
Doug Capilht to the Reds in the
deal.
In other transactions in-
volving the Reds, Cincinnati
dealt left-handed pitcher Mike
Caldwell to the Milwaukee
Brewers for a pair of minor
leaguers, Richard O'Keeffe, a
left-handed pitcher, and
shortstop Garry Pyka, and
acquired the contractof utility
infielder Rick Auerbach from
the Texas Rangers.
The Mets did not stop when
they had unloaded their stars.
They traded infielder Mike
Phillips to St. Louis for out-
fielder Joel Youngblood.
In other deals, the Pitt-
sburgh Pirates sent pinch-
hitter Ed Kirkpatrick to Texas
for infielder Jim Fregosi,
Oakland acquired outfielder
Willie Crawford from Houston
for outfielder Dennis Walling.
and the New York Yankees
got catcher Cliff Johnson for a
pair of minor leaguers and a
player to be named later.
THE TAPPAN
COMPANY
is now accepting applications for
Hourly Employees
Male or female&ust be willing to work any of three shifts and be able to perform a
variety of job skills.,
Fringe benefit package consists of:
Blue Cross-Blue Shield hospitalization
Lift Insurance $6,000
Accidental death and dismemberment 
6,"Sickness and accident insurance per week $77
Major medical insurance $15,000 maximum, per employee di dependents
All Fringe Benefits paid for by employer.







Plus Opportunity for 30% Bonus
All rates listed above have an additional cost of living add-on of 16t per hour, plus shift
differential of 10e per hour for second shift and 160 per hour for third shift.
Persons interested should apply in person to Max Morgan, Employment and Training
Manager, Personnel office of the Tappan Company Friday or Saturday, June 17 & 18,
1977, from 7 a.m. - 4 p.m. •
TAPPAIR rompaq
Appliance Group — Murray Operation
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071













Now there s a new waY to insulate your home team vour home with
Rapco-lioarn Insulation Instead of fiber that can leave on pot ketS,
Rapco-Yeam is pumped into walls and ceiling spaces as a liquid foam that
looks a let like shaving cream
It gets into every crevice of your walls, completely tg the un-
insulated spaces In a short time it becomes firm. reating a highly on, lent
thermal harrier that can save v to hundreds et dollars or, heating anji
bills Rapt e-Foarn is non tombustible, it eliminates living spat' and
insects within the walk, and It can be pumped in with e•istirg in•ulation
VI:c can foam most hi tint's in a das without disrupting v,iur routine and





Il you have an insulation problem or would like more details call or write: r
We Also Handle Grade A U.L. Approved
Blown-In Cellulose Insulation





P.O. Box 2384 223$ Irvin Cobb Drive
Paducah, Ky. 42001 Phone 443-6295
Only outhorozed Ropco-Foom fertiflotien dealer
In Western kentuchy -'All opylicerhoos C WIMP
written lifetime spitorent•••
•
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Pate Wants His Rivals
To Feel Sorry For Him
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
TU1.SA, Okla. (AP) —
Defending champion Jerry
Pate had the rest of the U. S.
Open field just where he





Unseeded Mel Purcell of
Murray picked up two wins
Wednesday in the Kentucky
Closed Tennis Championships
at Louisville.
Purcell. the reigning state
high school singles champion
and the newest recruit at
Memphis State, won two
shutout matches.
In the first round, he
defeated John Roth of Frank-
fort 6-0 and 6-0 then in the
second round, won 6-0, 6-0 over
Craig Sacra of Louisville.
Gary Plock, an All-
American who will be a senior
at the University of Texas
next fall, is the top-seeded
player in the tourney. J.T.
Sims, a Lexington teaching
pro, is seeded second while
Jamie Howell is third and
Dale Cochran fourth.
Purcell passed up the Joe
Creason Tournament, which
-served-- es--a--quatifying-r-okuld
for the Southern Closed
Tournament.
Three Murray girls, Jill
Austin, Kathy Outland and
Candy Jackson qualified for
the Southern Closed on
Tuesday.
Austin will play at Nashville
in the Southern Closed for 16-
year-olds while Jackson and
Outland are in the 14-year-olld
division at Mobile, Ala.
Also playing at Nashville in
the 18-year-old division will be
Brent Austin, who qualified
for the Southern Closed by
reaching the semifinal play at
the Joe Creason Tournament-.
"I'm going to give
everybody something to write
about ... there's no reason why
I can't win," said the 23-year-
old former University of
Alabama star who has been
plagued with a shoulder injury
since he won the Phoenix
Open, the first tournament of
the year.
With a field of 152 other
players chasing Pate on the
opening round of the 77th
National Championship, the
confident Georgian said: "I'm
pain-free, both physically and
mentally. I was on the
practice tee Wednesday and
my shoulder and arms no
linger hurt. I wasn't even
thinking about it until
somebody mentioned it."
Pate has abandoned the use
of the drug butazolin which
had helped ease the in-
flammation in his shoulder.
Chi Chi Rodriquez, whose
suddenly evamped game has
made him one of the favorites
over Southern 'Hills Country
Club's 6,873 yards of
treachery, said "Jerry is
playing so well I wish he had
taken another month off. He's
really putting."
Pate, one of the PGA's
young turks with the nerveless
putting touch, is aWare that
repeaters have seldom been
successful in the Open. Since
1920 only Bobby Jones (1929-
19301, Ralph Guldahl 11937-
1938) and Ben Hogan (1950-
1.9.5u, have .repeated_ in
America's most prestigious
tournament.
Pate said he felt "somebody
is going to shoot this think
under par if the weather stays
like it has. The greens are
super slick but fair. The rough
is tough and is going to get
tougher. But the weather is
the main thing."
Arnold Palmer, the golfing
giant who has joined the over-
40 crowd and had to qualify,
was on the scene but not ex-
pected to be a threat, as was
the legendary 65-year-old Sam














Milerray Ledger & Times
Practice And Prescriptions
Sum Up Field For U.S. Open
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
TUISA, Okla. I API — Jack
Nicklaus hobbled into the
locker room, limping on his
right foot.
"Stepped into a hole back
home at Muirfield last week,"
he said. "Not serious, I hope.
But, see, I've had to cut out
my shoe to ease the pressure."
Across the room, young Ben
Crenshaw wheezed and
sneezed. -This chesr cold;
can't shake it," he said. "Been
bothering me for weeks. I had
to skip Memphis last week."
Elsewhere, Jerry Pate held
a virtual clinic in trying to
explain the pinched nerve in
his shoulder that has erased
him fr,om all but one tour-
nament since the Masters.
And Lee Trevino continues to
wince from the back operation
that has dulled his
magnificent game.
"Nicklaus, Crenshaw, Pate,
and Trevino — take your
rhrkire,"  mucerl  _Frerl Cor-
coran, the graying Bostonian
whose life has been inex-
tricably woven into one-half
century of American golf.
"One of them is certain to
wtri."
Joseph C. Dey Jr., who as a
reporter chronicled Bob




The Purple Flash and the
Jets posted wins in the Junior
Girls (12-16) softball play
Wednesday night.
Every member of the
Purple Flash team hit safely
in its 12-7 victory over the
Nats. Pacing the victors was
Lynne Beatty. with three hits.
Beth Taylor went the distance
on the mound with four walks
and one strikeout. For the
Nats, Judy Outland pitched
and Trite): Brown led the
action with four hits, including
a three-run homer.
In their 12-3 victory over the
Aces; the Jets were led by
pitcher Ladonna Jones who
helped her cause along with a
homerun plus two other hits.
Also getting three hits for the
Jets was Julie Billington.
Pitching for the Aces was
Carol Garner who had four
walks and one strikeout.
Several Aces had two hits
each, led, by Sue Nall with a
triple.
- At the close of the first
week's play, standings in the
12-16 year old dirision are as
follows:
Jets 2-0, Reds 1-0, Flash 1-1,
Aces 0-1, and Nats 0-2.
MOVING SALE
Conrad's is Moving Back
To Paducah
Everything in the Store
Must Be Sold
Pianos
At Drastically Reduced Prices






Organs Start at '200°°
CONRAD's PIOARNGOASNasnd
Olympic Plaza 753-1424
later became the virtual czar
of both amateur and pro golf,
nodded agreement.
Practice, practice, practice
— that's one prescription for
attaining golf success.
Another is to come down with
pneumonia or break a leg just
before teeing up the ball in a
big event, such as the 77th U.
S. Open, starting today at the
Southern Hills Country Club.
One of the most notable
cases involved Craig Wood at
Colonial in Fort Worth in 1941.
Playing in a tournament in the
East, Wood dropped a razor
while shaving one morning
and wrenched his back when
he bent to retrieve it.
The pain was excruciating.
He had to pull out of the
tournament. He took off for
Texas with a corset around his
waist and a board to sleep on.
He started the tournament
with a seven. On the second
hole, he flubbed his drive,
dead-topped his second and
sent his third scurrying 40 feet
past the pin.
"Picking it up — I'm
quitting," Wood told his
caddie. Tommy Armour and
Mike Turnesa prevailed upon
him to continue. Wood sank
the putt and when, cringing
every time he swung his club
and suffering sleepless nights,
went on to win the cham-
pionship.
BOWLING
SEATTLE — Jay Robinson
of Los Angeles held a 35-pin
advantage over Mark Roth of
New York after the third






I We will close at 4:30 to preparefor sale and reopen at 7 p.m.
20% OFF STOREVVIDE
Durim Sale Hours Only/
Don't forget Father's Day!
Why not buy his gift




tt# Vftti, ; • "°'"
10 11'T .D BY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO., PADUCAH, KY 
UNDER APPOINTMENT FROAI Papal Cs., INC., PURCHASE, N.Y.
Dixieland Center Murray,Kentucky
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LUBE JOE—Sam Outland finishes a lube job on portions of the city's street sweeper
which he estimates cost the city as much as S21,000.
Stan Photos by Pete Wyro
Sam Outland Does Not Worry
About Traffic While On Job
By PETE WYRO
Murray Ledger & Times Staff
Writer
By the time that Sam
Outland drives to his business
in Murray, he neh neyer fear
• a traffic jam' or slow moving
•• traffk.
But, then, by the time Sam
Outland gets to work, most
folks in Murray have already
settled themselves down to an
evening of late night television
or have already gone to bed.
Why? That's simple Sam
Outland is the nightly street
cleaning arm of the Murray
Street Department, and for
the past eleven years he has
swept-up, cleaned-up, painted,
and fixed up Murray streets
and street signs as a one man
10 p.m. to 6 a.m. shift.
But mostly, he has been the
man behind the wheel of the
grinding, silence-breaking,
street sweeper that breaks
through the stillness of the
night with its trudging and
rubbing along the city's
forays, its yellow beacon
flickering atop the cab.
For Outland, who actually
runs all the night equipment of
the department, the evening
gets off to a quiet start as he
routinely checks the' Street
Department offices and work
"X,
buildings near the railroads
tracks. .
Then he methodically looks
over the large, odd-shaped,
white, vehicle which he will
drive through most of the city
thoroughfares that evening
and into the dawn.
Satisfied that all is well with
the machinery, Outland
climbs into the cab, cranks
over the engine and off he goes
for his 51'2 to 6 hours of nightly
sweeping.
He experiences few
detractions, and as-he put-it,
''Nobody bothers me,
although a lot of youngsters
like to come and watch me."
Indeed he gets few
distractions and except for
special jobs called for by his
supervisor in the form. of a
note left for him, Outland has
the night's work pretty much
as he would have it himself.
Once when a supervisor was
contemplating running the
sweeper in the daytime, it was
Outland who pointed out that it
would inevitably cause traffic
tie ups brought on by the slow
moving sweeper and the
countless parked cars during
the day, and in his word, "It
just plain won't work."
If he isn't. driving the almost
four year old sweeper, he
;
All SYSTEMS "GO"—Sam Outland looks over the
controls of the city street sweeper before setting out on
his nightly rounds of the city streets.
busies himself with Other
department work and has
been known to flush the streets
with almost 1200 gallons of
water in one night to get the
trash off to the side of the
streets for the sweeper, and he
has hauled as many as 12
loads of trash in one night
from the city pavement.
Otherwise he might be seen
painting the streets'
"parking" and "no parking"
zones, or back at the depart-
ment shop fixing other pieces
—of equipment- -f;r-
crews.
During the past winter,
Outland admits that he
learned a lesson when he
considered what could have
happened to him had
something gone wrong while
he was single-handedly
driving and pitching cinder
compounds on the city's hills
after the streets had frozen.
So far as he is concerned
though, the nights of single-
handed cinder spreading are
out.
But Sam Outland still holds
to his independent, one-man
show with the street sweeper
during the warm months, and
in his own way is doing
something many public
figures promise in another




The First Baptist Church
will hold preparation day for
the Vacation Bible School on
Saturday, June 18, from one to
2:30 p. m. This will be "get
acquainted" time and a
parade and movie will be
featured.
Classes for ages three
through the eighth grade will
be held from nine a. m. to noon
each morning starting
Monday, June 20, through
Friday, June 24. The Senior
High youth Bible School will
be from seven to nine p. m.
each evening.
Recognition night will be
held Sunday, June 26, at seven
p. m. at the church services
with the guest speaker to be
Bro. Dick Mefford.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
358.6, down 0.1.
Below dam 303.9, down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 358.4.
down 0.1.
Below dam 312.2.
Sunset 8:18. Sunrise 5:36.
FATHER'S DAY WEEKEND AT MR. L'S
Treat Dad To A Meal At Murray's Finest
We Have A Gift For Dad 'Sunday'
Starts Thursday at 10 A.M. Ends Sunday at 3 P.M.
1. Steak and Shrimp    53.49
2. 2 lb. Sirloin for 2   each person $3.49
3. 8 oz. Ribeye  3.49
4. 12 oz. T-Bone  53.49
(hove of Potato Our fabulou, Salad Bar Hot Bread
All The Catfish You Can Eat
With Cole Slaw, French fries,
White Beans, Golden Brown Hush Puppies
Don't forget
Sunday's Fabulous Lunch
'2"1] AM -3 PM
Plefft‘ of Free Parking
309 N. 16th, West Side Campus
S 69
753-0303
AU. ABOARD—Operator, Sam Outland,
aboard his "dirt eliminating" sweeper for another night's
work on the Murray streets.
Remember Dad
June 19 - Shop
Corn-Austin
( 'square
Sometimes even the tooth fairy
needs a loan.
%Vhen dental hills. thx:tor hills, charge accounts and car pas ments arc
taking a big bite out of your paycheA. come see us. Tell us how much cash sou
need to straighten things out, and we'll try to set up a Bill Consolidation Loan %1,nh
payments that are comfortable for you. Maybe we c.tn ficlp sou manage


















REEL COMBOS41, 8 8 'VA L,LJES
TO 18.97
Assortment of name brand, quality spinning
reels—designed with both economy and pow-





Lew's speedst,c. !eature Fuji hard speed













Prices Good Thru Tuesday
945
MITCHELL 300 OR 301
COMBO
881 REG, 24.97
The 300 is the most solidly engineered
reel made. Left-hand (301) model. Couple
that with the superior 6'3" light-action rod.
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What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Direct your innate en-
thusiasm into progressive
channels. You can accomplish
more than many others during




I Apr. 21 to May 21)
Be patient if things don't go
quite according to plan. An
unforeseen, but necessary,
alteration in your program
could prove quite beneficial in
the long run.
GEMINI a
I May 22 to June 21)
Stellar influences indicate
new activities, intriguing ex-
periences and the imaginative
revitalization of all interests.
Enjoy your day!
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) eii:15
A better day for completing
pending projects than for
beginning new ones. Make plans
for the latter, but don't launch
until early next week.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) t120....
Watch finances, but don't
become overly anxious about
them. Just make up your mind
to pursue a conservative and
realistic course.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
11171
Stars promise interesting
developments and growth in
areas that should stimulate
your ambitions — and your
ever-active mind.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Venus, benefic, invites you to
bring forth your finest now. The
JUNE 17, 1977
only way in which you could
possibly stymie good results is
through hasty action — not
orrnal with you.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Don't put off tiresome tasks
or you'll regret it later. They'll
be twice as difficult to handle.
Find ways to advance not noted
before.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Good Jupiter influences!
Trigger all action to blend with
the top offerings of the day and
add finesse to make matters run
as smoothly as possible.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
Certain limitations to your
progress can be overcome if you
take time to reevaluate your
aims and expand your program
so as to make better use of your
•!, talents.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't mix business and
pleasure to the detriment of
either — which usually means
both. In conferences, listen
BEFORE you speak. A day for
caution.
PISCE 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
XQ.
S
Greater recognition for your
• efforts indicated. Shake off a
current tendency toward self-
doubt. You are a bundle of
talents. Use them!
YOU BORN TODAY have the
mind, and usually the in-
clination, for intellectual
pursuits. You also have a great
love of beauty but; unlike many
other Geminians, may prefer a
business career to an artistic
one. If so, you could best suc-
ceed at banking, manufacturing
or commerce. Those of this date
are also scientifically inclined
and could especially excel in







Q: Mrs. E.A., 50 years old,
complains that she has
recurrent bouts of bladder
trouble. It causes a burning
sensation when she urinates.
Occasionally she may have
-passed small amounts of
blood. When these attacks
occur, she takes baking soda
and sometimes pills that
helped a friend with a similar
complaint.
A: You are apparently
having recurrent attacks of
inflammation of your bladder
(cystitis) and your urethra
turethritis ), the tube that
carries urine out of your
bladder.
You should be exaniined by
a physician to find the cause of
your recurrent trouble.
Your urine needs to be
studied and cultured to
determine the exact kind of
infection you have. An ap-
propriate medicine can be
selected to kill the particular
germs that are irritating your
bladder. This approach is
much wiser than taking
medicine prescribed for
another person.
Take care in cleaning
yourself after going to the
toilet. Contamination from the
rectum forward into the
vagina and Urethra, can
readily take place in women.
Wipe downward from your
urethra after urination and
backward in cleaning yourself
after bowel movements.
Showers are preferable to
tub baths.
Sexual intercourse has been
blamed as a cause of such
recurrent infections, but
many authorities view it as an
irritating factor only. In-
tercourse should be Avoided
when you are having a flare-
up of trouble.
Occasionally, it is necessary
to have one's bladder and
urethra examined through a
cystoscope to rule out the
possibility of a stone or growth
and to see that no obstruction
exists to the free passage of
urine.
I advise you to seek help
rather than to try to treat
yourself for the symptoms you
describe. Most cases such as
yours can be readily and

























There are some simple steps you can lake to kee
p your floWer
arrangements fresh. Whether you prepare a bouque
t of garden
flowers for your own enjoyment or receive a form
al centerpiece -
for an occasion, you will want to enjoy your flo
wers as long as
possible. To do this, keep them away from direct 
sunlight, heat
and drafts. Add fresh tepid water each day or ch
ange the water
completely using the correct amount of floral p
reservative. Spray
with a fine mist daily and store in the refrigera
tor overnight if
you have room. When the droops appear, remov
e wilted leaves
and flowers, change the design or make a new
, more simple
arrangement.
Our floral designers at SHIRLEY FLORST & G
ARDEN CENTER,
502 North Fourth Street, 753-3251 will create
 an original flower
arrangement that will not only be spectacular l
ooking but will
last longer. We invite you to stop by and say h
Olo to Maxine
McLemore, Pauline {ones, Frankie Herndon an
d Mickey Lents
who willgladly give your floral needs the
ir personal attention.
Member 01 FTD, Teleflora and AFS. "Flow
ers and Plants for'all
Occasions" We are open Mon.-Sat. from 8 t
o S.
FLOWER TIP: A plastic cover over a floral a
rrangement at night









Specials Good We Reserve the Right To U. Nadia
1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 7514681 June 16 thru June 22 WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
8-7 lies.-Tbars.
8-8 Fri.-Sat.






















Sausage 5 oz 3/$100
chefwoy Si 49
Shortening 3 Lb I
Smuckers Grope













































On 2 Lb. Can
Folgers Coffee
Expires 6-22-77
Vernors 6-10 oz 
t n









































Cookies /5 oz 8'9
e
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•
Semester Honor Roll, Murray
High School Is Released
--4.-
The Murray High School
Honor Roll for second
semester of the year, 1,976-77,
has been released as follows:
Seniors —
Catina Beasley 2.50, Brad
Boone 3.0, James Burnley
2.60, Stuart Cottrell 2.56,
Teresa Cunningham 2.50,
Janie Flora 2.50, Lisa Francis,
2.71, Debbie Gadberry 2.50,
Jackie Galloway 2.60, Debbie
Gann 3.0, Anne Gregory 3.0,
Steve Hancock 2.60, Sherial
Harmon 2.67, Mary Ann Kurz
2.60, Mike Lafser 2.50, Mary
Ann Littleton 2.67, Randy May
2.75, Terri McConnell 2.75,
Deanna McMillen 3.0, Chris
Montgomery 3.0,
Jeff Oakley 2.78, Beth
Outland 2.80, Julie Outland
2.56, Susan Rogers 3.0, Sherry
Runyon 2.57, Tom Shupe 2.80,
Dianna Sliger 3.0, Lisa Smith
2.50, Roger Smith 2.75, Jane












"The" Store For Men
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0550 Murray, Ky.
Suffill 2.56, Ricky Taylor 2.80,
Sonia Thomason 3.0.; Melody
Travis 2.75, Greg Vaughn 2.60,
Larry Watkins 2.80, Jo Ann
Williams 3.0, Kelly Williams
2.60, Debbie Wilson 2.60,
Donnie Wffichester 2.50.
Juniors —
Kim Alley 2.82, Donna
Bailey 2.50, Beth Boston 3.0,
Ann Clark 2.75, Debbie
Darnell 3.0, Lisa English 2.64,
Frank Gilliam 3.0, Joey
Grasty 3.0,
Kent Harman 2.82, Tim
Harrell 2.56, Jerome
Higginbotham 2.50, Delores
Honchul 2.58, Bruce Horning
3.0, Karen Jackson 3.0, Claude
Johnson 2.80, Gina Jones 3.0,
Michelle Kelly 2.82, Anita
Laminack 3.0,
Kathy May 2.80, Tammy
Melton 3.0, Carol Montgomery
3.0, Michael Russell 2.64,
Laura Shinners 2.78, Dana
Shipley 2.83, Belinda Suiter
2.73, Shara Toon 3.0, Lisa
Watson 3.0.
Sophomores —
Karen Bailey 2.63, John
Denham 2.60, Duane Dycus
2.80, Greg Eyrich 2.80, Harry
Fannin 3.0, Jenny Francis
2.60, Debbie Geurin 3.0, Keane
Gregory 2.64,
Lynda Johnson 2.60, Jerry
Kelly 3.0, Jeff Kursave 2.80,
Mike Kurz 3.0, Gena Lovett
2.80, Dana Mansfield 2.56,
Kathy McHugh _2,12._ Tracey
Nall 2.58, Sharon Outland 2.80,
Stacey Overbey 3.0, Michael
Pitts 2.82, Terry Smith 2.80,
Brad Taylor 2.60, Theresa
Vaughn 2.60, Jaina Washer
2.56, Laura Watkins 2.62, Pat
whitlow 3.0.
Freshmen —
Marla Alexander 3.0, Lynne
eBeatty 3.0, Janna Bell 2.80,
Julie Billington 2.80, Brent
Boston 3.0, Robyn Burke 3.0,
Mike Clark 2.82,
Susan Crass 3.0, Carol Dick
2.60, Teresa Dick 2.80,
Marianne Duvall 2.80, Kent
Eversmeyer 2.64, Mark
Ferguson 2.60, Sally Grasty
2.64,
Mary Lindsey 2.64, Doug
Moore 2.64, Amy Noffsinger
2.60, Martha Pitman 2.64,
Charles Shaeffer 2.56, Alison
Wallace 3.0, Sharon Whaley
2.82.
Education Official
Going To KSBA Post
FRANKFORT — A top
Kentucky education official
will leave the Department of
Education soon to become the
executive director of the
Kentucky School Boards
Association (KSBA).
James P. Melton, associate
superintendent of public in-
struction, will leave that post
June 30 to replace the present
KSBA executive director




January 1976 after having
headed the Bureau of Ad-
ministration and Finance for
Local School Districts since
1964.
In addition to his extensive
background in school ad-
ministration and finance,





Melton has served as a
public school finance con-
sultant to the U. S. Office of
Education, National
Educational Finance Project,
Governor's Task Force on
Educational Finance, and the
state education departments
in Alabama, Ohio, Tennessee
and Mississippi.
After earning his bachelor's
degree in education from
-NEW ALTMAN FILM
NEW YORK (AP) — Nina
Van Pallandt, Dina Merrill and
Peggy Ann Garner will star in
Robert Altman's new 20th Cen-
tury-Fox film, "A Wedding,"
which goes into production mid-
June. This is producer-director
Altm. an's 12th film in eight
years.
Altman remains best known
for his smash hit "M-A-S-H."
His most recent films include
"The Late Show," "Welcome to
L.A." and "3 Women."
If your credit cards
turn on you, turn to us.
It's so easy to charge more than you
pay off. Your balances get fatter by the
month. Before you know it, interest
charges get heavy.
our credit cards have turned on you.
Lending money is our business.
Our only business. So you can turn to
us for a neat, dean credit card consoli-
dation loan.
You know going in how much you'll
pay every month. And how much you'll
pay altogether. So you can budget for it.
Then you're controlling your finances,
instead of vice-versa.











$2.500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$5,500 $124.41. 'e0-•
$ 7,464.60 12.74%
$7,600 $169.41 60 810:164.60 12.68%
Annual Percentage Rate K Y .1
In Bel-Air Center, Artaktry
Phone 753-5573
Charles Morcussen, Mgr
Wye got your loan
. Up to PZ500.
S
He served as an elementary
and secondary principal in
Lincoln County from 1952 until
1955. He then moved to
Bourbon County where he





Sebscolsers vibe beet set
rIscalVed tboir beens-delivernd
copy et Ilbe Norm Lady* I
Timm by 510 p.m. theeriey-
Friday or by 3: /0 p.m. so Satyr-
ays or, griped te ed 753-1516
botweoe 530,... owl 6 p.m..
Mospiley•Friday, Sr 3:30 p.m.
and 4 p.a. Saterdays, to insert
&livery of Moo newspaper. Calls
most he pieced by 6 p.a. weak
days or 4 p.m. &laws*, to
yeerento. 6•16rory.
master's degree at Eastern
Kentucky University, Melton
taught business ad-
ministration in a North
Carolina school system for







9:00 AM. to 1:00 PM
30 0//0 Off All Clothing
Everything Else 20 /0 OFF
the gallery
Dixieland
Shopping Center unlimited 1309 Chestnut St.Murray, Ky.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-101 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
7534434
•-•
Open wide for Super Shef.
Our quarter pound
100% all beef mouthful.
Eat a Super Slit-I.
The quarter p.und burger of çuarter pound
burgers. It vill leave you speech.ess. In fact,
you won't be heard from until long after the
last bite.
Your mouth \\ill be savoring the memory of
our thick, juicy 1(0% all beef burger cooked to
perfection. Bec ; rise we start with a .whole
quarter p )(And if beef. Then snim it her it wit h
cheese. And pile it with lettuce, tornat.wt,,
pickles, onions and our (il.k-n scrumptious sauce.
Everything that makes life worth living all
on a golden grilled sesame seed bun.
Eat one mit our Super Shets I vm ill cm iuldn't do
two,. Today. Tonight. But -sm x
You m we it to your mouth.
You get more to like at Burger Chef.
Murray, Kentucky • 312 W. Main
k
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'sirs. Ivan Futrell's yard at 1001 Poplar Street, Mu
rray, has been selected by the Gar-
den Department of the Murray Woman's C
lub as the residential yard of the month
.
Plantings of euonymus, japonica, crepe myrtle, 
hydranga, weigela, beauty-bush nan-
dina, and azaleas have been used around the 
house and yard. Mrs. Futrell is par-
ticularly fond of the oak-leaf hydranga, bamboo a
nd blue lilies. The flower beds in
front of the house are especially lovely. A 
varigated ground cover has been used to
border the beds. Blooming now are roses, petunias,
 asbe and marigolds. A Boston fern
and red geraniums carefully placed on the porch 
along with a variety of other plants
add to the overall beauty of the house and ayrd. 
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
The Garden Department of the Murray Woma
n's Club has selected the North Branch
of the Peoples Bank as the non-residential y
ard of the month. The Chestnut Street en-
trance to the bank is planted with Pigmy Bar
berry. Highlighting the east end of the lot
are Dwarf Pyracantha and a variety of hollie
s. Shademaster locust Trees, Helleri Holly
and monkey grass have been used on t
he island in the parking lot. Magnolia,
Euonymus Manhattan, and various species of h
olly can be seen around the building
Special treatment was given to the southeast 
corner of the building when a duster of
shrubs, known as the burning bush, was planted. 
Watch for flowers in season in the
planters at the drive-up window. The back of t
he lot will be its loveliest during the
spring when the forsythia, sand cherry, plum, 
dogwood, and French lilacs are in bloom.
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
Kentucky Teachers Discover
Great Outdoors As Classroom •
FRANKFORT - With a
litt!e imagination and some
help from a mobile en-
vironmental education lab,
Kentucky teachers are
discovering that the great




van rolls into a schoolyard, it's
a sign that teachers have
planned anything from
planting trees or testing water
pollution to writing poetry or
thinking of adjectives that
begin with "m."
"Teachers are often
hesitant about taking children
out of the confines of the
classroom," said Nancy
Sterns, who operates the
environmental education van
from Murray State Univer-
sity.
She explained that as
teachers become more aware
of possible outdoor learning
activities, they feel more at
ease about teaching outside
the classroom.
"Opportunities for learning
out of doors are limitless,"
Nancy said. She explained
that classrooms don't fill a
child's needs. "We need to
make learning fun for kids.
Teachers become frustrated
because they are competing
with so many other media,"
she said.
Outdoor studies can relate
to every grade level and every
subject area. "Out in the
environment, we are teaching
the basics," Nancy said.
Math can be taught while
surveying a field or deter-
mining the height of a tree by
measuring the angle and
shadow.
Social studies classes boil
walnut hulls to discover how
their ancestors made dyes.
WE THINK WE'RE HI6HLY

























OKAY.. A DOZEN OF MS1oll
ARE PUSHING HEROIN IN


















ABOUT A YEAR? WHERE
16 YCVR HEADQUARTERS





Charcoal rubbings of tree
bark, rock faces or other
natural objects teach students
the beauty of nature.
Opportunities for language
arts activities vary from
having students describe what
they see outdoors, to having
them write a story using their
surroundings as a setting, to
having youngsters find eight
objects outdoors that being
with the letter "a."
"Most activities are right on
the school grounds," Nancy
said. "Teachers learn to use
their own back yards as
teaching tools."
The environmental
education van Nancy drives
was donated by the Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA),
located in Norris, Tennessee.
Using Murray State
University as a headquarters,
Nancy uses the van to work
with teachers in the schools, to
conduct in-service programs
showing teachers how to use
the outdoors as a learning
experience and to deliver
materials to teachers for their
use in teaching.
The van presently serves
the 11 school districts which
make up the Western Ken-
tucky Environmental
Education Consortium
(WKEEC). Initial funding for
the consortium has been
provided by Murray and TVA.
Within five years WKEEC will
be self-sustaining, obtaining
the majority of its financial
assistance from the par-
ticipating school systems and
special grants.
Shaw Blankenship, director
of the consortium, said, "The
consortium is a cooperative
effort. The schools are
voluntarily putting money into
Brooks Chapel To
Hold Bible School
The annual Vacation Bible




Classes for nersury through
the youth group will be held
from seven to nine p. m.
through Friday, June 24. The
Rev. Johnson Easley is pastor
of the church and invites all










‘44-1N \ADO PAY ME MIE
TWo WEEKS' RENT-
You OWE ME rr-
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 11,1977
Kentucky Purchese Area Hog Atarket
Report Includes $ Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 561 Est MIO Barrows &
Gilts steady - mostly .25 higher Sews
steady -firm
US 1-2 200-2101be. 
US 1-3 100-340 lbs. 
US 34340-510 lbs. 
US 3-4 260-230 lt.. 
Sows
US I-2170460lbs. 
US 14 3004501bl. 
US 14 4504601ts. 













111 R. IVA 75341035
Free %Mae At Maar Deer
the program to support en-
vironmental education in their
districts."
Nancy mentioned one school
which is planning a fishing
outing for students. The
youngsters will dry cane and
make their own poles. They
will make fish "art prints"
with some of their catch and
dissect others in an im-
promptu biology lesson. And,
if they catch enough fish, they
may even have a fish fry.
Another school plans to
decorate a tree for the birds
with strung popcorn at
Christmastime.
"Many of the activities are
awareness-oriented," Nancy
said. Teachers are working to
make their students more
aware of the environment and




Local Nazarenes will attend
the annual assembly and
auxiliary conventions June 20-
24, 1977.
The assembly of the Ken-
tucky District, which includes
80 churches, convenes at 9:00
a. m., June 21, and concludes
after an ordination service on
Wednesday evening, June 22.
A special pre-assembly rally
will be held ,Monday, 7:30 p.
m., June 20.
The district missionary
convention will be all day
Thursday, June 23, with a
special missionary rally at
7:30 p. m. feathring Rev.
Harmon Schmelzenbach,
missionary to Africa. The
church schools and youth
conventions will both be held
on Friday, June 24, and will
close with a combined rally at
7:30 p. m.
All of the sessions are slated
to be held in the Farmdale
Church of the Nazarene, 6501
Vandre Ave., Louisville. Rev.
Oliver Huff is the host pastor.
The business of the
assembly includes reports,
elections, and planning for the
1977-78 church year. Each of
the churches will be
recognized and its statistics
compiled. Rev. Aleck G.
Ulmet, district superin
tpndent, will read his fourth
report.
Dr. Eugene L. Stowe,
general superintendent, will
preside and speak at the
opening of each morning
session. He is one of a six-man
board of general superin-
tendents, elected at the
quadrennial general
assemblies, who direct the
affairs of the church thrOugh
the 165 districts in 66 nations of
the world.
The Church of the Nazarene
is making many changes
required by its rapid in-
ternationalization. Of the total
605,185 members, 25 per cent
are outside the United States
-and Canada. A growth per-
centage of 3.18 was reported in
1976. Sunday school at-
tendance has continued to
show increase at a record
pace with more than a million
and a quarter people enrolled
in its local schools. The church
now broadcasts around the



























































































































Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
• 3% acres hay on Pen-





















bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South lfth,
753-0035. Free parking





If yea bete existing
liesiweu or N roe art
epodes a let. ketiwess %OK
carripiedee soma. Call Cecil
laodeee, 117.334-3030 or
write Ameriame Ilawlicnotto







$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut




Meadows, South 16th St.
Murray's Newest Yarn
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Di Cr by Umted Feature Sy wtirate, InC
YOUR NEED is our
concern. Needline, 753-
6333.
JESUS STATED in Mark
.7:6, 7 and 9. "Well bath
Esaias prophesied of
you hyprocrites, as it is
written, This people
honoreth, me with their
lips, but-their heart is
far from me. Howbeit in
vain do they worship
me, teaching for "doc-
trines the Com-
mandments of men. Full
well ye reject the
commandments of God,
that ye may keep your
own tradition." For
further information




3 weeks, 3 rights per week.















JUST A YEAR ago today
our loved one Harry P.
hKoemy ew.e 
This 
t o hispoe me t e rwnaasl




Death's angel came to our
house,
Was an uninvited guest,
Took our loved one home
to glory
Where all is content and
rest.
Came right in without
knocking,
Did not even use the door,




This1 gardeanrth was, just, a
Where he planted it with
love,
Now, he's reaping the
harvest
With the Reaper up
above.
We miss you Dad with all
our love, Jessie, Gary,




5 Lost And Found
LOST WHITE gold ladies
watch on Monday, June








LOST - LONG haired
female cat, brown and
orange with white flea
collar. Storey and











$2.70 HOUR for part time
servicing of greeting
card department in 2
drug stores. Dial 1-444
6444.














be able to run a cash
register. No phone calls,





time secretary. Apply at
Roy Harmon Carpenters





home in town) evenings
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EARN EXTRA vacation
money. Take orders for
Lisa Jewelry. Call for
FREE CATALOG
SALES KIT on toll Free
800-631-1258.
OPENING FOR two
ladies to do sales work.
Not door to door selling.
Part time, $89 per week,
full time $200 and up.
For interview send
phone number and




keep 8 month old baby
from 3 p. m. -12:30 a. mri.
Call 753-9816 in the
mornings.
Management position
now open with Elec-













person willing to give
full conunittment. Call
1-443-6460. Ask for Jim
Mason.
An Equal oppugn*, Is.
FAST FOOD service
restaurant. Sales
$250,000.00- a year. In
South East Missouri




complete line of musical
instruments. Has ex-
clusive on several lines
of musical instruments




Greatest sport in the
world. Learn how to,
USPA Rep. Dial 753-
9552.
When you see the workmanship and quality in this new
home. Distinctive design with natural woods and
decorator bricks-archways_rnaster bedroom suite with
double bath and private patio-plus three other




Loretta Jobs - 751-6079
Helen Spanw- 753-8579
Bill Payne - 753-9794
THREE TO ten acres
homesite in country.
Call 753-4034.
WANT TO BUY cheap car
for Demolition Derby in
running condition. Call
753-6194 after 5.30 p. m.
AUTOMOBILE TWO bar.
Complete. $60. Call 753-
9232.
WOULD LIKE, to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
PLATE GLASS





rug. Call 753-0764 on
Tuesdays and Thur-
sdays, after 5 p.m.
USED AIR conditioner.
Call 753-9104 or 753-1551,
Dill electric.
MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
THE PROVEN carpet
cleaner. Blue Lustre is




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
SALE - AIR Con-
ditioners. While they
last all deluxe models
with variable speed










mobile home. One girls
bike, Peafowl. Call 474-
2297.
AMF ng Lawn
Mower, 7 h. p. Briggs &
Stratton motor. $100.00.
Call 1-354-6217.
AVON BOTTLES for sale.




first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
sale $6.00 per gallon.
Hanna semi-gloss
enamel regular, $10,









new 5 year warranty on
Super J. motor unit. Call
1-443-6469 in Paducah
Ky. Ask for Jim Mason.




$1.74 FE Tax, E78x14",
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
F78x14", $20.15 plus
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
FE Tax, H78x15", $23.32
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
1,78x15", $25.76 plus
$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
with raised white let-
ters, G70x14" or 15",
$28.85 plus $2.87 FE Tax,
G60x14" or 15", $32.48
plus $3.08 FE Tax,
1.60x14" or 15-, $33.85
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
Truck tires - Hi way
tread. 790x15", 6 ply,
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
H78x15", $31.13 Plus
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
type, 700x15", $28.04
plus $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16", 8 ply, $37.45
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
L78x16", 8 ply, $41.25





' Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
IF YOU think home tires
allvays happen to other
people, give this ad to a
friend. Smoke Alarm
battery operated by
Water Pik, • $29.99.
Wallin Hardware:
CHAIN SAW, $50. Dresser
set, $40. Desk, $20
Electric range, $45. Call
435-4240.
NINE HUNDRED old
brick, $75. Call between
Sand 10 p. m. 753-8237 or
753-9605.
FOOD STEAMER. hot
dog cooker, meat slicer,




Large table lamp, $10.
I.arge aluminum ice
chest, $12.50. Desk










Cabinet model. Call 901-
247-5595.
FIRE SALE used Singer
sewing machine, zig zag
and all regular at-
tachments. Fully
guaranteed, sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$29.50. Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or
write Route 5,, Benton,
Ky.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing






WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.
EIGHT ROW, no till. A. C.
Planter, ready to plant.
Call' 753-5124.
NEW HOLLAND hay
conditioner, $350, and a 2
row Case rotary hoe.
Call 436-2149.
RUBBER TIRED wagon,
6 ft. cultipacker. Call
753-7654 after 4.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
quality guaranteed.
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
FIBERGLASS army
landing boat, 16' long
and 5' wide, 18" sides.
Will haul 3700 lbs. flat
boat, $150. Call 753-7580
after 5.
15' ALUMINUM BOAT,
make offer. Call 753-
9400.
FOR SALE - set of
Spalding "Future Pro"
golf clubs, for ages 6-12.
Includes: 1 wood, 3
irons, 1 putter, and golf
bag. All in excellent
condition. Call 753-3624.
18 FT. DEEP "V" boat
with 100 h. p. Johnson
with trailer. Ready to
go. Price, $1750. Phone
after 6 p. m. 753-8234.
15 FT. DUO Romor tri
- hull ski boat with walk
through windshield and
65 horse Johnson with
ski and canvas top with
windows. Call 489-2785
after 5 p. m.
15' RUNABOUT with 40 h.
p. Johnson motor and
trailer. All in good
condition and pair of
skis included. $395. Call
753-7405 between 6 and 8
p. m.
14' RUNABOUT WITH 50
h p. motor and trailer.
('all 901-247-5595.
14 Fr. FIBERGLASS V.
bottom fishing boat. 15
h. p. Evinrude motor
and trailer. Priced to




Economical, 50 h. p.
Mercury outboard. Slip
Kenlake Marina. Asking
55.000. Must sell. Call
753-8056.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
NEW 200 AMP Service
pole and 15 ft. of three
phase underground
aluminum wire. $1.10.
Call 753-8706. 100 gallop










made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.









carpeted, 12 x 68 with 9 x
12 slide out. Per-
manently set up on 2 big
lots. Over top hurricane
straps, underpinned, 10
x 20 Cypress sun deck,
patio, stove, central gas




well cared for. $15,000.
Call 753-1651 or 436-5507
afternoons.
4-8 WIDE, one bedroom
trailer for sale. Ideal for
lake. Call 436-2306.
BEAUTIFUL
mobile home, 100 x 300









Hazel. Ky. 753-2213 or
492-8320. a
1974 DOUBLE WIDE
mobile home on block
foundation. Three
bedroom, 2 baths.
central heat and air.
Restricted N Sub-
division. Call 436-2473.
10 x 40 TWO BEDROONI,
$1,550. Set up on lot %Ili
rent lot or can move.
Call 489-2595.




EIGHT ACRF-S. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 yearn
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
Want to really enjoy lake living? Move into this
well-built home and relax.. .Call for an ap-
pointment to view. it can't last long at $29,500.
A-Frame design and furnished for easy
living.. at Lake Barkley. Low price of $25,000 and
immediate possession ace some added bonuses.
11051 ROOTS 153-3114 PA1 AMMONS 434.2174 EOM 11146011 7534910
RAY ROOTS 134 5454 AMU tiovitno512417 IAMB 75344116
RATS7 fill 1534376 IC (XI 1515122 SAM 1111641 753 1111
4)2 Seek 1216 Street I' me 753 1431
40KZ1/4 PIAD IS YOUR KEY TO REAL ESTATE VALUE
LISTED YESTERDAY
Be the first to see this delightful all-brick beauty
featuring 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, family room with
fireplace, formal dining room, electric heat
pump and wooden deck. Home is practically new
and located on large lot. Priced in the 50's.
SOUTHERN ACCENT
This new listing provics plpnty for the family
that enjoys space for every member. Five
bedrooms, formal dining room, 2 fireplaces. This
is one of Murray's most elegant older homes with
beautiful wood carved stairway and mantles.






Beautiful home in the heart of the city. Nine
rooms, 1/2 baths, two fireplaces - one wood-
burning, the other gas. A den that is ideal for a
home business or entertaining your guests. Let
us show it to you today, for quality is the name of
this house. Priced in the 40's.
This 3 bedroom, 2 bath home has a nicely shaded
backyard with outside storage building. Home is
conveniently located close to shopping yet in a
quiet, friendly neighbOrhood Buy this home and
take immediate possession Owner anxious to
sell. 30's.
GATESBOROUGH HOME
This house has everything, 4 bedrooms, 21/2
baths, 11 closets, formal dining room, pegged
Oak floor den with fireplace. No way can this
many square feet be reproduced at this price.
Let us show you this beauty.
If you like lots of elbow room, this home is for
you. Home has nine rooms including 4 bedrooms,
142 baths and lovely' kitchen-dining room com-
bination. Located in Lynn Grove, this home is
situated on over one acre with beautiful trees
Located 6 miles from Murray, this 3 bedroom,
bath home offers easy, happy family living at
a reasonable price. Home is situated on 1'1 acres
with lots of shade trees and two outside storage
buildings. Priced at $32,500.
Located on quiet residential street, this fine
home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, formal dining
room, living room with marble fireplace, large 2-
car garage and lovely tree shaded yard. Let us
show you this comfortable, economical home
priced in the 30's.
For fast action on the sale of your property and prompt personal service in locating a new home,
phone any of our five courteous sales representatives. We look forward to serving you.
Located 4 miles from Murray, elegant home on 1
acre wooded lot. Home features 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, den, with fireplace, living room, formal
dining room, kitchen, utility room, large 2-car
garage, concrete and brick patio. Home has An-
dersen windows, central vacuum, central heat
and air, and is beautifully decorated with quality
throughout. Attractively landscaped yard with




Owner moving and price is right for quick ,ale
Three bedroom.s, 2 baths and approximately 1600
square feet of living area. Washer, dryer and
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27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 50 VICEROY, 2
bedroom, aH electric,
underpinning and
carport. $3800. Call 753-
4446 or 753-4074.





out of city limits. One or
2 adults, no pets. Call
753-5405 after 6 P. m.
TWO BEDROOM trailer
at Shady Oaks. Call 489-
2533.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




- Wilding. Several 14' x




wall outlets. Will rent
singly or in multiples.
BRAND NEW office
space with central heat
and air, private
restroom, parking
space. Located on Ky.
121 South, in Murray
City limits. STENSON
REALTY CO., Phone




31 Want To Rent
UNIVERSITY IN-
STRUCTOR and family
want to rent small home
in country. We are
willing to do necessary




want to rent 2 or 3
bedroom house or
duplex. $150 limit.




desires small house in
country. Within eight
miles of Murray. Call
435-4177.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-
MENT, 1 bedroom,
living room, bath, kit-
chen. Close to campus.

















Saturday, Juno IS at 10 a.m. at tie home of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Usroy 1605 Locust Dr., Murray,
KY.
Will sell: stereo, matching Jenny Lind style
half beds, golf clubs, and bag, chest, iron bed,
pieces of plywood, nice workbench on casters,
desk, complete aquarium, new charcoal grill, -
16" Schwinn bike, very unique Spanish plaque,
four large easy chairs and recliner (2 new), two
breakfast sets, drapes, new jumper cables, plan-
ters, tennis rackets, humidifier-air purifier, elec-
tric heater, cabinets, fruit jars, kerosene lamps,
ladder, odd lumber, lamps, dishes, chairs, pots
and pans, oil paintings, frames, tapestry, child's
metal desk, garden tools. Antiques: One of the
finest old oak pump organs and stool (refinished
and plays well), clawfoot buffet, dresser base
and bed (all old and Oak), aladdin lamp, high
chair, milk bottles, iron half bed, old print (1912),
nice trunk, library table, unusual coal scuttle,
maple dressing table, briar hooks, oak table with
claw feet, octagon-shaped walnut lamp table,
stereo albums, old books, plus many surprise
boxes. For information call 492-8594. Not respon-
sible for accidents.
Bob W. (Frosty) Miller,
Auctioneer
33 Rooms For Rent
BOYS - PRIVATE
rooms for summer










34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house.
- 803 Vine. No pets. $125
per month. Call 753-2878.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.




5 months old. Just right
-fall beef. Call 753-6636
after 6:30 p. m.
NEED THE MONEY.
Must sell soon at
bargain price, 2 full
blooded young Arabian
fillies. Top blood lines.
Call 1-3284681 after 5.
38 Pets Supplies
LABRADOR








Terrier pups. $20. Call
after 5, 753-0717.
REGISTERED RED
bone coon dog, for sale.
Gas range, brand new.
Call 436-2519.




tables - junk - antiques -
glass. Old Philco radio,
beautiful oak sewing
machine cabinet, old
water table pegged and
square nails, wood bed






9:00-? 17th and Main,
Log house.
YARD SALE, Saturday 18
and Sunday 19. At 188
Riviera Courts. Both
days from 10 to dusk.
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday. 9-4. 907 Vine.
Jeans, clothing for all
ages, jewelry, lots of
odds and ends.
FOUR PARTY Yard





toys, kitchen items and
miscellaneous items. 8-
FOR SALE - Thirty acres located 3% miles
West of Murray on Highway 94. l'his.property is
completely protected with Highway 94 on the
North, a restricted subdivision of the East, a
water shed lake on the South, and a road on the
West. City water and Southern Bell Telephone
serve this choice property, also Southwest
Elementary School is only a mile or so away -




The Calloway County Board of Education is
asking for bids on the following items to be used





Specifications are on file in the Board of
Education's office and interested bidders may
get necessary forms there.
All bids are to be in the Board of Education's
office, College Farm Road, Murray, Ky., on or
before 12:00 Noon, July 14, 1977. The Ward
reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
41 P.,b , ic Sales
SALE AT 103 N. 7th
Saturday, June 18 from
10 o'clock to 3 o'clock.




YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday 17 and 18. 8 a.








,Sale will be 7 :00 a. m. to
noon. Friday, June 17
and Saturday June 18.
At 701 Earl Court.
YARD SALE. 9-5 Friday
and Saturday in Stella.




YARD SALE. June 18,
1977 9 to 6. June 19, 1977,
12 to 6. 606 South 4th.
YARD SALE Friday 9-6.
North 16th Street Ex-
tended. Household
items, clothing, carpet,
CBs, and lots of other
items.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
June 18, 10 a. m. to 4 p.
m. 1109 Elm. Just off
South 12th. Metal desk,
electric broom, table








items and lots of odds
and ends.
YARD SALE - 3 party
Saturday 18. 9 till ?








TWO HOUSES and lots
adjoining on South 12th.
This property has a
bright future. Waldrop
Real Estatek, 206 South





home on Main Street.
Built in 1917 and known
as the Bradley home,







love to show this home to
you. Give us a call at
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222. We provide the full
range of real estate
services.
MUST SELL - Two
Acres with a 2 bedroom
mobile home. New
septic tank and well,
also has a block barn.
Good building site.
$8,500. Call 753-7323 or
489-2508.
43 Rea Es'ate
South 12th at See comer*
TELEPHONE 7511051
NEW MASONRY
building. Several 14' x




wall outlets. Will rent
singly or in multiples.
BRAND NEW office
space with central heat
and air, private
restroom, parking
space. Located on Ky.
121 South, in Murray
City limits. STENSON
REALTY CO., Phone





STORE, 8 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-9964.
645 N. 4TH STREET - An
immaculate, 2 or 3
bedroom home, nicely
decorated throughout.




Situated on 1 acre




twenties. Call or come






202 Seed ilth Street
Phase 753-2363
4.3 Rea Esia,P
1/2 LAKEVIEW lots on
canal. Restricted area.
Plenty of shade trees.






located at 16th and
Olive. Includes all
equipment, much of it
new. Has new electric
Bar-B-Que pit. Doing
good business. Mr.
Lyon's health is bad and
doctor has ordered him
to quit work, so a real
bargain can be bought.
Call us for appointment.





Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.
COUNTRY LIVING
A lowortiforl bowie and two saes we Least Greve Rd. Is.
tie Woods's of reentry bin yea west. Tho home has
4 bedrooms end 2 halos with • 21 x IE famoily rise.
Over the carport is • 16 x 26 petie soW ler pee sees • 20
x TO wait shop end carport. Am excellent hay for
$46,000.
RURAL SITTBIG
Beestifel tmt, closnelno style mod areatry lecirtise
snake this tote story how a real barrio f. •,
$10,300. The possibilities of Wino • /rely domino
reentry home are wig's. Make se appointment to see
this we today.
EXPENSIVE?
Net for this spaciees iii. halt home. This hem"
fester's 3 bedrooms, di. with Impressive fireplace,
Wilt.i kitchen mod doable airport. Al Ibis end rem-
weeiently located 1111 Smith 16tio Street.
1S1 1 Glendale Rd. - World yes NW the prettist Old ON
Is.. In town is yew free* yard? Yee ow bow it wW
mow ether trees, shrubs mod fifteen with this in*
home. Tel eke find • well desiwoed flow plan lbw
Wiens yes to ew the hew is • 2 or 3 Wanes be...
Ewer personal 'sweat's era retool the meow offset eort-
etwoollei festoons of this home.
BEGINNING SUNGALOW
This eider he.. localmol ea an erre features 2 large,
bedrooms, spawn kitchen with Wilt-ins, uliSty rows
and "Wilde Hemp space. Complettly remodeled wW
priced to sal .5 815,000.
6 Professional Salespeople
Available For Your Needs
763-3263 Anytime
1216 Melrose - Leek* for war first Woos? Newe's
geed piece to start. Tel find 3 bedroom, owl I. oral
carpet, drown, wool ALL applioaces. If ye hove • VA







116 attractive hem* fester.. 3 bedrooms, holl-hm kft
diem, esW anti& storage. km wow ww
serration': Imemiation, Were deers, and windows we is
Importent footers. Recently redecorated Weide end eat
t wed Wonted I • owed noieltherheed.
FARM PROPERTY
If yes n botoreeted is • M acre form with .3 bedroom
home that he Iowa redecorated tee nest see Ms
property. min, we two his,,. with e work shop sod • II
x 12 wash Wiese. Telma bases ere soo Is. WAN old
1.70 Dori Fired with 20 saes toodebie wed 5 saw Is
Kober. Priced at $39,000.
TWO 1110110061 NONE
Mils frame hew en S. 10th St. is peeve fir vow Si.
Woe or retool properly. lionhwood Been, want and
dryer heeitiops as well w steno deers mod windows. The
outside stomp heading is ea edded footage for WM lb"








DONALD R. TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
LISTINGS•SALES•MANAGEMENT•APPRAISALS
If you are looking for lake property, Tucker has it.
Call any time for an appointment.
LOOKING FOR A
LAKEFRONT HOME?
We have it! Just"12 miles from Murray. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick has large family room
with woodburning fireplace. Upper and lower
level patio. Lakeside has six large thermopane
sliding glass doors.
Beautiful Lakefront Lot
250' frontage, 2 fireplaces, 3 bedrooms, deep
water. Most furniture stays with the house.
Needs some minor repairs for an excellent
home.
New Listing
2 bedroom, brick home located 900 N. 18th. Has
large fenced back yard. 7% VA loan. Good value
at $21,500.
Older Home
5 rooms on a large lot 80 x 270 located at 313 N.
5th St. A good buy at $10,900.
WEST OF MURRAY ON
this three bedroom home in Lynn Grove has two
half baths, a full bath, living room, dining room,
den and garage. The lot is 83 by 315 feet. Priced
well below 40.
PRACTICALLY LAKEFRONT,
READY TO MOVE IN
FOR UNDER $12,000.00
Here is a large, two bedroom mobile home on a
110 by 139 lot that adjoins the TVA easement in
Panorama.
It is completely furnished except for TV, in-
cluding range, refrigerator, and washer-dryer
hook-up.
Has a patio on the lake side. Underpinned all
around.
We have three lots in Panorama, and twenty
seven lots in Lake Forest Estates and others.
IT YOU WANT LAKE PROPERTY YOU'LL
FIND IT AT TUCKER'S
HERE'S THAT LAI(EFRONT HOME
This five room beauty must be seen inside and
out to be appreciated. The boat house has four
slips protected by canal break water. Brick
veneer exterior, covered porch fadng lake. Lot
has 150 feet of lake frontage.
Investment Property
3 bedroom frame home with furnished apart-
ment located in rear. Large lot 75 x 400 located
207S. 15th.
CLOSE TO LAKE
TWENTY MINUTES FROM TOWN
This luxurious home has eye appeal, convenient
design, special energy saving features.
A three bedroom brick at the entrance to
Panorama Shores it has thirteen by twenty
paneled family roommith fireplace, carport with




ONE OF MURRAY'S FINEST
homes in one of the most popular subdivisions,
this striking four bedroom home has over 2,800
feet of living space. Two separate heating and
cooling units, and extra insulation for fuel
economy. You must see this one. The inside is







MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to serve you
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon   436-5676
Chuck Shuffett   75314560
Patricia Miller   753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.  753-1930
DONALD R. TUCKER. A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM


























home in nice neigh-
borhood near university.
Roomy home with




located on quiet street.
Priced at only $34,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or drop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main St. We
are working hard to
provide the best service
to you.
JUST LISTED - 4
bedroom brick home on
2'2 acres located ap-
proximately 4 tmiles
from Murray. - Lovely
yard with lots of fruit
trees, grape arbor, large
garden area and small
barn for horses. Priced








beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
have a -mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach
house. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
FINE, WELL buid brick
home on Sycamore at
7th. This fotir bedroom
home is on a huge lot (75
x 435). This home has a
full basement, porch,




' Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Ratterree, 753-5921.
45 Farms For Sale
NEW BRICK home,
energy efficient.
Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes North Of
Murray, 641. Call 527-
1087.
46. Homes For Sale
HOUSE AND lot for sale
by owner. Call 753-1502,
753-4860.
HAZEL, nice frame house




large lot. Price in low
teens. Call after 6 p.m.
492-8417.
31E.R.116bsaMIElrilE3031:,




from Hazel. 24 acres
fenced. Call 498-8704
after 5 p.m. weekdays.
BY OWNER: 2 blocks
from university. Two-
story brick; 4 bedrooms,
3 baths, family room,
living room, kitchen and
utility room. Furnished
cottage (rental unit) on
back of property. Lovely
trees and lawn, garden.
By appointment only.
Call 753-0423.
BY OWNER, new four
bedroom, 2% bath
house. Priced in 50's.
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-3903.
THREE BEDROOM
brick, central heat and





















motor. $250. Call 753-
9189 or after 5 call 436-
5495.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0898.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1973 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass. Power steering
and brakes, air, factory
tape. Almost new radial
tires. Call 527-8273.
1968 Z-28 Camaro. Runs
good, mags. Blue and
white. Call Mike at 753-
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
" gray interior. Radials,




MUST SELL 1971 VW
van. Call 753-9849.
1972 CHEVY C-10 pickup.
manual shift and
brakes. 48,000 miles.









by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and














air condition, vinyl roof,
good rubber. $2100. Will
sell or trade. Call 436-
5680.







drive shaft and tran-
smission to 1951 Jeep
pickup; transfer case,
back and front axles to
four-wheel drive, 1964
Wagsineer; 1968
Prirmouth Fury II. Air
condition. In fair con-
dition. See all three at




pala one owner, 4 :":3,r,









1977 TRANS AM. Brown,
- T-A engine. Loaded with




8775. Camper cover fits
Datsun, Love or Toyota




air. 34,000 miles, local9906.
car. $1850. Call 753-8179.







Responsible individuals who ore interested m a sound
future with 0_40st-crowing company Outstanding
tunitiles for sober. dependable persons interostZ7n
personal gain and a rewording career Several posohons
open in this area as well as other southern states Send
full resume (including photo. of possrble) to
Personnel Director
MARSHALL ENTERPRISES. INC
P0 Drawer F ESS
Tuscaloosa AL 35401
Please state m your resume ff °wadable for transfer No
phone colts please
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, June 111% 10 A.M.
is., sr slim. At the We AM& Ticker Nein is tbe North Bonk
of Cypress Bey is Ey. Lake. Lone Hwy. 121 2 /M. lest of Con-
cord it Mt. Cermet Chercb,
Mrs. Ticker lied beilinegs, lisserent mod nese piled MR et an-
tique fersiters, collectors items, oleos, chino, depression,
aistsl, frisky's, lets ef old One items, cast ins bean
pot, Dutch oven, nits, wilt tees mid pieces, kensl-weveo
coverlet, •14 lama, rags, cots, largo sot** picnic Mtn, lets of
odd tools mid dints, reftipmetor, nos beck Ind of hoses
pecked fel of Lord leers Mist. Uses filled witk creche end
nestle work.
EXTRA CHOICE truss
A'S 6' tree limme, ell skiminem bun nil hip, glass sides ia
Isms stood witi swig aid tenor. Also 10' X doll hoes*, ten
cosistrectioe, foreislisd loft% Mink beds. Sessatioing special.




435-4128 or 435-4144, Lynn Grove
Eats and dNitlis will be served
1975 PINTO wagon, 4
speed with air. 20,000





body rough. $200. Call
753-4875.
1973 GRAND TORINO.
Good condition. Call 489-
2187.
PO YOU SPELL SIMPLIP,
ABERNATI-4`( ?
49. Used Cars & lrucks
1970 DODGE dump truck,
portable remote control
T. V., black and white.
Call 753-1270




steering, and factory air
with topper. Call 753-
5913 or 753-7865.
1972 GREMLIN, priced to
sell. Clean and good
condition. Call 753-8432.




$950. Call 753-9189 or 753-





Call 753-8301 days.) 753-
0825 nights.
1974 MUSTANG II. One
owner, .37,500 miles.
May be seen at /04
Williams Ave., or call
753-1437.
1966 CHEVY SUPER
Sport, $900. Call 753-7713




steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White top.
Call 753-4015.




for camping. Call James






Full power and air. Call
436-2622.
VENTURE, 18' pop up.1969 CAMARO. Mag
Sleeps 8. $1400. Call 753-wheels. Crager. $1,000- . 9799.
Call 492-8866.
1972 MAVERICK, 4 door,
302 V-8, automatic,
poWer steering-, and air.
Radial tires. ExceHent
• condition. Call 7531974
after 5 or anytime on
weekends.
1968 CAMARO Leeds
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween 5 and 7p. m.
Sears
1971 WHEEL CAMPER
pop pp. Sleeps 8. Slide
out 3 burner stove and









"ASHER, heavy duly, 24" wd  8179.95
DRYER, Normal and air cycles  $124.95
SEWING MACHINE, zig zag and dial to sew  . $66.95
VACUUM CLEANER, upright  $36.95
DISHWASHER, portable or under counter . $179.95
RANGE, electric, 30" counter unit  $129.95
MICROWAVE OVEN, 5 cu. II.  $189.95
AIR CONDMONER, window type  $134.00
FREEZER, chest or upright 6 cu. It.  $179.00
REFRIGERATOR, with freezer section  $229.00
STEREO, CONSOLE, with 8 track tape $189.00
TV COLOR, memory fine tuning  $247.00







home or industrial Call












Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for












ficient service. NO job







exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343,
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY














Nested, nary to um. Or by.. yes Wild sod sets. Cements
end reedy to esseman BEE vp to 24160 steward, bet MN mean
• slmi needed. SAmi Nos rest *ea mos to Custom Man mid
lin Ms kiss tar less.








NEED TREES cut, or





weekend? We're open 7







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.




Are you interested in:
(1) Earning $1004150* per week
(and many other benefits) IN YOUR
OFF HOURS!
(2) ‘Vorking with a national corn-
pan opening up in this area.
(3) A program to develop yourself
while helping others.
'These ore o.,erogo figures could earn much morel
Call: 753-8151
AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Juno 18, 10 a.m.
Rain or Shine
1971 self contained IS Rolite 4 to 6 sleeper camper;
1975 Poplorcraft 14 ft. Ion boat with 25 h.p. Evinrude,
with trailer; 1969 Ebbtidir 15 ft. bass boat with 100
h.p. Evirtrude and Rolco trailer; Roadrunner boat
trailer, 55 h.p. Mercury outboard motor; 606
Shakespeare 'trolling motor, 3 speed forward and 8
reverse; one sit of whit water skis; one set of child's
water skis; fear Stamm Welt life jackets, six foot
metal utility trailer; load lover hitch for trailer; metal
tool box for truck; lore sport lawnmower reel typo;
ticalleco 18 in. lawnmower; two electric motors, 5 h.p.
gasoline motor; 5,000 BTU 110 Frigidaire air con-
ditioner; 12 ton hydraulic jock; 15,000 BTU Corey con-
trol heat and air with 3 ton air window fan; 2 black and
white T.V.'s; 100 map fuse box; king silo bed; 2 metal
desks; three patio tables; *Metric heaters; 8 iron
bads; house trailer frame; 1949 Frod track tractor, gas
burner,. 4 speed with stick; 12 x 22 storage trailer;
windows; doors; gutter fixture; firs extinguisher; up-
per case E. C. collage boxes; will offer for sale Ford






Location: Highway 45 North to Hickory Baptist
Church, turn east to first road on left, second






plate, window glass, and






437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,




Steam clean one room at
&cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
ROOFING - REPAIR
Bob Myers - 436-5565
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,





and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
INSULATE NOW attics








Lan mower mid semi noire
repair. Robyn Wen etesters,
$25.00 aid sp. Riding










FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John








Ile Ow '110-11-geniser mime
aims waft ...
EASILY-
at mesa nun mire -
hens esis sil is seri
ERICTRIELY-
clomp rows and women'
oat Ow down On and




a Porton of is cost
i200f.Cs1USApi UP TO
V




L & M Blacktoppirig, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537
WILL HAUL LIME or





man Pinscher, 9 weeks
old. Call 489-2595.
FREE - YELLOW
female cat and two
kittens. Kittens are
eight weeks old. Call 753-
5856.
FREE - PART- Siamese
cat. One year old. Also








and grey. White and
black. Housebroken
Call 436-5502.
KARATE EVERT TO TEACH Al MURRAY MC MITER
Sensei Marshall Campbell, graduate student at
MSU holds advanced Black Belt ranks in JIKC
Karate and Goju Karate will teach in-
dividualized karate at the Center mornings and
evenings. Free initial lesson with this ad. Special
12 month Black Belt program now available.
Special family rates and 10 week summer
program for new students. Take advantage of
this special opportunity. This is non-contact
karate for the entire family. Located at .16th and
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Golden Oldie
This Old House_was made for living. Where but in an
older house can you get 4 bedrooms, den, l's bath, full
basement 2 acres for undirr $20,000 Call BM, Helen or




'IP Loretta lobs- 753-O79
Helen Spann- 751-8579





Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Newts weal Sod operated ouillo 20 seers D• 5.5 sign any coptruct
moil Mb is finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914









Let Dad know just how much you love him, by placing a "FATHER'S DAY
GREETING" in the classified section, under the personal classification.
Ads will be run Saturday, June 18. All ads must be in before 12:00 noon
Friday, June 17.
call 753-1916
To Place Your Father's Day Greeting
EXAMPLE
To INe greatest dad in all the
world We love you Dad
Susie and Tom




Funeral services for Wayne
Duncan of Dexter Route One
are being held today at two p.
in at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home .with
the Rev. William McKinney
and the Rev. Randolph Allen
officiating. Gus Robertson,
Jr., is soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Carl Duncan, Jimmy Rutland,
Charles and Ricky
Saulsburry, Bob Larimer, and
Leland Lawrence. Burial will
follow in the McDaniel
Cemetery. '
Mr. Duncan, age 31, died
Tuesday at 6:15 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was self em-
ployed and the son of the late
Rue! Duncan, and Mrs. Dortha
Ross Duncan, who survives.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Jail*, mother, Mrs.
Duncan, daughter, Valerie
Duncan, and sbii, Robert
Duncan, all of Dexter Route
One; four sisters, Mrs.
Martha McKendree, Benton
Route One, Mrs. Mary Linn,
Murray, and Mrs. Wanda
Canup and Miss Tina Duncan,
Dexter Route One; two
brothers, Eugene, Dexter




The f ral for Miss Artie
V. Guie11 qt Cape Coral, Fla.,
and Mkytield will be held
Saturdit at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Paul T. Lyles of Jackson,
Tn., officiating. Soloist will be
Mrs. Vernon Shown with
Richard Jones as organist.
Buriail will be in the Chapel
Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p. m.
tonight ( Thursday ).
Miss Guier died Tuesday at
the Community, „Hospital,
Mayfield. She is survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Wilber
Usher, Mayfield Route Six,
and Mrs. Noble Palmer, Cape
Coral, Fla.; one brother, Quint
T. Guier, Murray; several
nieces and nephews.
BOOSTS FOR THE SCOUTS—Larry Doyle, left, scoutmaster 
of Troop 13 of the Boy
Scouts, accepts a $50 check from Carnie Hendon, treasurer of 
the Murray Rotary Club,
which sponsors the troop. In the center is Dr. Ray Mofield, p
resident of the club. Troop
13 meets weekly each Tuesday at 4:30 p. m. in the Seton 
Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church on South 12th Street. Any boy 11 years old and up inter
ested in Scouting is in-







sponsored by the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital,
will be held Monday, June 20,
at 7:30 p. m. in the Hospital
Conference Room.
Dr. Donald G. Hughes will
be the guest speaker and his
topic will be on "Diabetes."
The speaker received his B.
A. from Murray State
University; M. D. from the
University of .Louisville;
Internship at Charity
Hospital, New Orleans,; and
while serving in the 'United
States Air Corp he attended
Flight Surgeon School at
Brooks Air Force Base,
Texas.
Dr. Hughes is associated
with the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic and on the Medical Staff
at the Murray Calloway
County Hospital.
All community and hospital
nurses are invited to attend, a
spokesman said.
BAKE SALE
A bake sale will be held in
front of Roses Department
Store, Murray, starting at
nine a. m. on Saturday, June
18. The sale will be sponsored















On NA Lakes in 1976
Fo4a-y:three people drowned
in 1976 while participating in
water recreation on TVA
lakes, according to figures
compiled by TVA's Division of
Environmental Planning.
"These figures represent a
tragic waste of human life,"
said Dr. Peter A. Krenkel,
division director. ''However,
it is a significant reduction
when compared to 1975, when
63 people drowned in TVA
lakes."
Krenkel said the number of
drownings varies from year to
year, but the general trend
has been a decline in the
frequency rate of drownings
when related to the amount of
recreation activity. "Although
recreational visits to TVA
lakes have increased steadily
over the years, the number of
drownings has not increased
proportionately," he said. -
"I believe greater public
awareness of the need for
water safety is one of the most
important factors in bringing
about this improvement,"
Krenkel said. "However, not
only do people need to learn
about water safety, they need
to practice it at all times. Most
drownings could be prevented
if people would follow a few
basic water safety
precautions."




The West Fork Baptist
Church, located at Stella on
Highway 121, Coldwater Road,
will have special services on
Sunday, June 19.
The Rev. Wayne Carter,
pastor of the church, will
speak at the morning worship
services at eleven a.
Sunday School will be at ten a.
m. A basket lunch will be
served at noon in the new
fellowship hall of the church.
Special singing featuring
the Canan Ridge Boys Quartet
from Paducah will start at
1:30 p. m.
The public is urged to attend
_the- special services on Sun-
day, a church spokesman
said.
the death rate by avoiding
unsafe practices such as
standing in small boats,
overloading or overpowering
boats, or anchoring or tying
boats near dams and I
where sudden discharges of"
water may occur. He said
boaters and skiers should
always wear an approved
'lifejacket while on the water.
"We estimate that more
than half of last year's 43
drownings could have been
prevented if the victims had
been wearing one a the
personal flotation devices
approved by the U. S. Coast
Guard," Krenkel said.
Everyone who uses the
water should, learn to swim
correctly and also know how
to aid others who may be in
trouble, Krenkel said. He
noted that fhst year at least
four swimmers were rescued
and revived.
"If someone nearby had not
known rescue techniques and
how to administer artificial
resuscitation properly, these
young people would likely
have become four more
drowning statistics," Krejakel
said.
Each year TVA publishes a
leaflet entitled "Some Facts
on Drownings in TVA Lakes"
which summarizes the
number of drownings in each
TVA lake, gives the cir-
cumstances invovled, and also
provides valuable safety tips
for water recreation. Free




37404 or from any district
office of TVA's Division of
Property and Services.
The Division of En-
vironmental Planning also
loans without charge a water
safety film entitled "Not By A
Dam Site" which illustrates











Bo Sure To Register For
FREE RECLINER






The Green Plain Church of
Christ will be engaged in a
gospel meeting scheduled to
begin on Sunday, June 19, and
continue through Friday. June
24. Services on Sunday will be
at 10:45 a. m. and 6:00 p. m.
Each weekday, the services
will be at 7:30 in the evening.
Speaker for this series of
services will be Jay Lockhart
of Sugarland, Texas. Mr.
Lockhart is well known in
Calloway County having
preached for the New
Providence, Green Plain, and
Seventh and Poplar Churches
of Christ in the past. He has
also preached in numerous
gospel meetings in the county
since moving to -Texas.
Congregational singing at
every service will be directed
by Charles Enoch, Danny
Herndon, Frank Pool, and
Walter Lee Steely; song
leaders for the church.
The church building is
located south of Murray, on
the Old Murray-Paris Road.
Anyone desiring tran-
sportation to any of the ser-
vices may ride the church
buses by phoning 492-8206, a
spokesman said:
KET's GED Reaches
Out Far And Near
After just two years, the
General Educa-tional
Development (GED) series on
KET has reached a number of
people and places that few
expected when the program
began.
The GED series was
designed to help people get the
basics in reading, math,
science and social studies so
they can pass the GED or high
school equivalency exam. It is
not intended as a shortcut or
substitute for high school, or
as a replacement for adult
education centers.
"The GED is not better than
high school, but it may be
some people's only op-
portunity for a high school
education," says Bill Wilson,
assistant director of the
project. Out of Kentucky's
population of 3.2 million,
research indicates there are
over a million without a high
school education, he says.
The series ,conaistS of 34
half-hour programs, first




books and teacher's guides.
The Rochambeau Adult
Education Center in White
Plains, N. Y., was the first
school to use KET's GED
series in an adult education
program, and according to a
newsletter, "has produced
excellent results with GED
students."
Rochambeau research
indicates that after over 19
months of using the KET
system, over 10 per cent more
of the students enrolled ttend
the adult education classes
and about 10 fewer students
drop out of these classes each
month.
Presently the series is being
used in 40 states and in the
second largest community
college system in the country,
in Illinois. The GED series is
used in over 300 learning
centers across the U. S. and in
national, state and local
correctional facilities in ad-
dition to some Indian reser-
vations in Oklahoma.
The programs are now
being piloted by the U. S.
Armed Services, and will be
shown on over 200 ships for the
Marines, Army and Navy.
Some men on aircraft carriers
have already taken the test in
Italy and Spain, Wilson says.
About 4100 people have
enrolled in KET's GED
program in Kentucky, both




The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hold its
annual Vacation Bible School
from Monday, June 20,
through Friday, June 24, with
classes for all ages from 9:30
to 11:30 each morning.
Teachers will be Marsha
Dale, Anita Thomas, Sue
Miller, Paulette Steele, Lou
Gibbs, Sherri Thomas, Susan
Rogers, Brenda Russell, Ann
Parker, Debby McNutt, Kathy
Lyons, Hazel Broach, Leta
Warner, Tressa Brewer,
Susan Sammons, Janice Nix,
Dana Scarbrough, Miriam
Olree, Sheila McKenzie, Holly
LaMastus, Jane Garland,
Denise Curd, Lerma Duke,
Pam Sills, Tammie Parker,
Leslie Wilferd, Marilyn
Howard, Gina Jones, Jewell
Lawson, Sandy Fulton, Sarah




Garry Evans, John Dale, and
Kennetn Hoover. Sue Steele
will be in charge of refresh-
ments. -
The bus will be making its
runs each day and the routes
will be published in an ad in
the Murray Ledger & Times
on Friday and Saturday.
Locust Grove Will
Open Bible School
Vacation Bible School will
be held at the Locust Grove
Baptist Church beginning
Monday, June 20, and con-
tinuing through Friday, June
24.
Classes will be held daily
from 1:30 to 4:00 p. m. for
children from age three
through.. those who have
finished the eighth grade. For
transportation call 753-9550.
supervision. "We have no way
of knowing all the people who
are watching," says Patty
Jones, KET's head of
research.
According to an Arbitron
survey, about 1,000 households
are watching KET's GED
series on an average Thur-
sday. "That's not bad, since
it's a specific target
audience," Ms. Jones says.
"We're not trying to attract
everyone."
Although KET may not be
trying to reach everyone with
the GED program, it tries to
meet the needs of everyone
who's interested. Two years
ago, through special funds
from the state department of
education, as a demonstration.
project, KET was able to put
GED on video cassettes as a
tool for individualized in-
struction, in 13 Kentucky adult
learning centers, says Christie
Arnold, KET's adult education
specialist.
Project findings concluded
that "television would lend a
powerful visual reinforcement
to studies in learning centers,
and that the programs would
speed the learners' studies
and thereby decrease in-
structional hours."
Research by the Ap-
palachian Adult Education
Center (AAEC) found that
people who studied with the
TV series alone or in con-
junction with additional in-
struction learn just as ef-
-fectively as those studying
with other methods, such as
traditional classes and
learning centers.
The AAEC. reparch also
found that 91 per cenVot the
KET-GED students who take
the high school equivalency
test pass it.
For over a year, there has
been no "aggressive
outreach," or hearty
promotion as when GED first
started, Ms. Arnold says.
Evidently, it isn't needed as
much now, for enrollment




The Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church will
hold its annual Vacation Bible
School starting Monday, June
20, and continuing through
Friday, June 24.
Classes for nursery through
eighth grade will be held from
nine to 11:30 a. m. each
morning. All children in the
area are invited to attend, a
church spokesman said.
Special services are planned for the Spring Creek Bap-
tist Church on Sunday, June 19. The Sentinels, a gospel
singing group from Paducah, Kentucky will sing during
the morning worship service at 11:00 a. m. Dinner on the
ground will follow the worship service. At 1:30 p. m.,
The Sentinels will present a gospel music concert. The
church is located approximately seven miles north west
of Murray just off the Penny Road. On behalf of the en-
tire congregation, Pastor Tom Powell invites the public
to attend any or all of these services.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heal:dein Inc 25% +44
McDonalds Corp 40% .+ VI
Ponderosa Systems 6% unc
Kimberly Clark 46% +%
Union Carbide 50% +44
W.R. Grace 29% -%
Texaco 27% -44
General Elec. 56% +%
GAF Corn 10% unc
Georgia Pacific 30% me
27 +%Pfizer 
Jim Walters 30% -%
Kirsch 15 -%
Disney 35% 4-%
Franklin Mint 11 4%
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av -42
Airco 32% Ai
Am. Motors 4 -4
Ashland Oil





Gen. Dynamics 56% +44
Gen. Motors 61% -%
Gen. lire 211% +%
Goodrich 27% -%
Gulf Oil 21% +
Pennwalt 35% +
Quaker Oats 23% +44
Republic Steel 29‘.
Singer Mfg. 22% As
Tappan 9% +Ls
Western Union 17% unc
Zenith Radio 22% -%
Reducing the speed of a DC-8
by 14 miles per hour adds only
four extra minutes to 'a flight
between Chicago and Los Ange-









Pen or Pencil 6.00
Set . .. $12.00
Lindsey's
Jewelers




at Jim Fain Motors
are talking
your language.
"A size for every need. A price for every poeketbook":
FULL-SIZED DODGE ROYAL MONACO SEDAN.
Dodge feels that big cars should seat six adults
as comfortably as possible. Thillwhy Royal
Monaco sedan's bigger inside thaA-a Ford
LTD sedan. With more front legroorn and front
and rear head-, hip-, and shoulder room. Add 1,
that to Royal Monaco's smooth ride and you've
got more than just another big car. You've got a
big, beautiful Dodge.
0
Dodge
• MUNK,
Cw.1.1.• 0010110...cm
Jim Fain Motors
Ill Sycamore 753-0532
'array, Ky.
